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Abstract

The objective of this PhD work is to experimentally investigate the sensing potential
of different plasmonic metamaterial designs. There is a natural focus on performance
parameters such as resolution and figure-of-merit but thought have also been put into
the material choice to enable later integration by i.e. considering the compatibility with
down-stream processing.

The project is divided into two parts. The first part deals with nanometer thin silver
lenses that enable sub-wavelength resolution imaging in the near-field. As opposed to
conventional optical lenses typically made out of glass, these silver lenses can resolve
structures smaller than the diffraction limit of light. The project focuses on the highly
demanding fabrication of these metal lenses, which requires extensive optimization due
to small fabrication tolerances. We apply the overall superlens design by Fang et al. [1],
demonstrating superlensing via a photolithographic read-out scheme where light intensity
is converted into topographical modulations of a UV-sensitive resist.

The second part of the project focuses on planar gold Split-Ring Resonator (SRR)
structures, which is one of the central and most extensively studied optical metamaterials.
This is mainly due to a simple analytical circuit model description of the ground mode
resonance and because of an uncomplicated fabrication process. All dimensions of the
split-ring resonators are in the nanoscale and the ground mode resonance is at telecom-
munication wavelengths. The SRRs’ resonance position is highly sensitive to the local
dielectric environment and hence, SRRs can be employed as refractometric sensors. SRRs
can detect minute changes in bulk refractive index by monitoring the corresponding shift
of the resonance position. To optimize the sensor performance, the resonance linewidth
is narrowed by addressing different loss mechanisms. The bulk sensitivity is characterized
through cladding tuning experiments using index oils. The fluidic tuning experiments also
lead to an extended circuit model that takes all geometrical parameters and host materials
into account.

All the structures have been fabricated using state-of-the-art cleanroom facilities and
the experimental results are supported by full-wave 2D/3D numerical modeling.
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Dansk resumé

Formålet med dette PhD projekt er eksperimentielt at undersøge sensor potentialet af
forskellige plasmoniske metamateriale designs. Der er et naturligt fokus p̊a præstations-
parametre som eksempelvis opløsning og ”figure-of-merit”, men der er ogs̊a gjort overve-
jelser omkring materialevalget med henblik p̊a kompatibilitet med eventuelle procestrin,
som er nødvendige ved senere integration af komponenterne.

Projektet er delt op i to dele. Den første del handler om nanometer tynde sølv linser
som muliggører en opløsning bedre end lysets bølgelængde i nær-feltet. Til forskel fra nor-
male optiske linser, som typisk er lavet af glas, s̊a kan disse sølv linser opløse strukturer
mindre end diffraktionsgrænsen af lyset. Projektet fokuserer p̊a den krævende fabrikation
af disse metal linser, som forudsætter omfattende optimering p̊a grund af små fabrikations
tolerancer. Vi benytter Fang et al.’s [1] superlinse design, hvor superlinse effekten demon-
streres via fotolitografisk udlæsning, hvor lysintensitet bliver konverteret til topografiske
modulationer af en UV-følsom resist.

Den anden del af projektet fokuserer p̊a guld ”Split-Ring” Resonatorer (SRR), som er
en af de centrale og mest undersøgte optiske metamaterialer. Det er primært p̊a grund
af en simpel analytisk resonans beskrivelse via en elektrisk kredsløbsmodel, og fordi de
er enkle at fabrikere. Alle dimensionerne af SRR strukturerne er i nanoskala og den
grundlæggende resonans er ved telekommunikations bølgelængder. Resonans positionen
er yderst følsom overfor det lokale dielektriske miljø og derfor kan split-ring resonatorer
bruges some refraktometriske sensorer. Med SRR strukturer kan man detektere små æn-
dringer i brydningsindeks ved at observere det tilhørende skifte i resonans positionen. Ved
at minimere tabene, kan resonanslinjebredden reduceres og derved forbedres sensor præ-
stationerne. Følsomheden karakteriseres gennem tuning eksperimenter med indeks olier.
Tunings eksperimenterne fører ogs̊a til en udvidet kredsløbsmodel som tager højde for alle
geometriske parametre og værtsmaterialer.

Alle strukturerne er blevet fabrikeret ved brug af avancerede renrums faciliteter og de
eksperimentielle resultater er understøttet af numeriske 2D/3D beregninger.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main topic of this PhD work is the fabrication of nanoscale plasmonic metamaterial
structures. These structures can have a multitude of potential applications including the
use in lab-on-a-chip systems. As a short introduction to the nomenclature, plasmonics refer
to plasmons, which are collective charge density oscillations, metamaterials are engineered,
periodic materials with sub-wavelength features and the term ”lab-on-a-chip” refers to the
integration of several lab functionalities into a single portable chip. Although, the emphasis
has been on the fabrication aspects and challenges, thought have also been put into general
integration requirements relevant for potential applications. This includes compatibility
with down-stream processing, and bio-compatibility, making it suitable for a wide range
of bio-applications.

Here, we have explored two different systems: the silver Near-Field SuperLens (NFSL)
and localized gold plasmonic resonators. The NFSL enables ”diffraction-free” sub-wave-
length resolution imaging in the near-field whereas the resonators give rise to an artificial
magnetism where the effective permeability μeff can approach negative values. In terms
of applications, the superlens may be used in surface enhanced spectroscopy and the
resonators may be used for refractometric sensing.

The research time has been evenly distributed between the two research activities but
the progress has been very different. This is primarily because whereas the superlens is
very challenging fabrication-wise, requiring a great amount of optimization and running
the fabrication equipment to the limit, the fabrication of the resonators is well within
machine specs. For the latter project, the less focus on fabrication has allowed more time
for the physics and testing new ideas rather than process optimization.

Note that the discussion of superlenses in this thesis is restricted to lenses operating
in the near-field. There are other types on plasmonic based lenses including far-field
superlenses in the literature, see e.g. [2] for details. However, they are not within the
scope of this work and have therefore been left out.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Near-field superlens

The term superlens refers to a lens that enables a resolution better than the diffraction
limit, which is an inherent limitation of conventional optical systems. The improved
performance of the superlens relies on the excitation of surface plasmons, collective charge
oscillations at the interface between two materials that fulfill the condition ε1(λ)=-ε2(λ).
In the book of Maier this is referred to as the Frölich condition [3]. Dielectric and metals
are commonly employed as the constituent materials.

Research in near-field silver superlenses have primarily focused on photolithographic
demonstrations of resolving powers beyond the diffraction limit of the incident light [2],
see Fig. 1.1(a). Here, the NFSL is placed in between the mask and the photoresist, trans-
mitting both evanescent fields, which include the finer image details, and the propagating
fields to the photoresist. In conventional optical imaging the evanescent fields are damped
out effectively limiting the resolution to about half the wavelength. By using a NFSL
gratings with a period down to 60 nm have been resolved in a negative photoresist [4].

Other potential applications include remote surface enhanced spectroscopy of biomole-
cules such as proteins where an NFSL is combined with e.g. Surface Enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS), see Fig. 1.1(b). A SERS substrate provides local field enhancement
to the Raman scattering process, amplifying the scattered intensity signal. The NFSL
transmits the enhanced field to the objects of interest spatially separating the metal surface
and the biomolecules. This prevents undesirable structural or functional changes such
as denaturation of proteins [5] or alter the surface properties by e.g. influencing the
anti-binding properties of the molecules to other molecules or prevent binding at specific
downstream sites.

SERS substrate

Dielectric spacer layer

Ag lens

SERS substrate

Ag superlens

Dielectric spacer layer

Metal-composite lens

Dielectric spacer layer

Dielectric spacer layer

SNOM probe

Image plane

Object plane
Fluidic channel

Excitation Excitation

SERS substrate

Dielectric spacer layer

Ag lensAg superlens

Dielectric spacer layer

Excitation

Shadow mask

Photoresist

(a) (b) (c)
Biomolecules

Fluidic channel

Figure 1.1: Applications of a near-field superlens. (a) Schematic of a silver NFSL enhanc-
ing the performance of photolithography beyond the diffraction limit. (b) Remote surface
enhanced spectroscopy of biomolecules using a NFSL and a SERS substrate. (c) Remote,
non-invasive probing of biomolecules using a metal-dielectric NFSL in combination with
a SNOM.

An example of a long term goal is to use the NFSL for imaging of biomolecules with sub-
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wavelength resolution, see Fig. 1.1(c). Such resolution is usually restricted to other near-
field techniques such as a Scanning Near-field Optical Microscope (SNOM). Unfortunately,
due the close proximity of the probes to the specism samples, there is a significant risk
of perturbing the objects of interest. The idea is to insert a metal-dielectric superlens
in between the biomolecules and the near-field probe. Instead of measuring directly on
the biomolecules, the near-field probe measures on the image created by the superlens
enabling remote, non-invasive imaging. A metal-dielectric composite superlens enables
tuning of the operating frequency in response to the dielectric filling factor. This widens
the tuning range compared to an Ag superlens making it easier to match the wavelength
of the SNOM. However, composite materials can suffer from severe losses precluding their
use for some plasmonic applications [6].

In this project, superlensing is demonstrated through photolithography [Fig. 1.1(a)].
By carefully choosing the constituent materials in terms of biocompatibility and chemical
resistance towards down-stream processing, the superlens can be integrated into a fluidic
platform at a later stage. This allows the superlens to potentially be used for surface
enhanced spectroscopy and sub-wavelength imaging of biomolecules [Fig. 1.1(b)+(c)].

1.2 Refractometric label-free sensing

Label-free sensing is an attractive technique because it enables the objects of interest to
be detected in their natural form. The labeling process can be both time consuming and
can constitute a potential risk of perturbing the system such as in fluorescent labeling.
Refractometry is a qualitative measurement technique to detect chemical changes that
alters the refractive index from n to n + Δn. The consequent wavelength shift Δλ can
be detected by monitoring the spectral position of a resonance in e.g. a transmission
spectrum. The wavelength shift per Refractive Index Unit (RIU), Δλ/Δn is also termed
the sensitivity. From perturbation theory, the sensitivity can be defined as [7]

Δλ

Δn
= f × λ

n
(1.1)

where f is the filling fraction determining the relative field intensity that overlaps with
the cladding material. Consequently, (1-f) is the relative field intensity overlap with the
substrate.

The performance of a refractometric sensor is characterized by the detection limit
Δnmin=σSN/(Δλ/Δn) where σSN is the transduction signal noise [8]. A closely related
performance parameter is the Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) [9]

FOM =
|Δλ/Δn|

δλ
(1.2)

which favors a large sensitivity Δλ/Δn and a narrow resonance linewidth δλ. Whereas
the FOM solely describes the resonator characteristics, the detection limit takes the trans-
duction i.e. the measurement setup into account. The FOM and the detection limit nicely
supplement each other since the combination of sensitivity, transduction loss and linewidth
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ultimately determines the overall sensor performance. To illustrate this point two reso-
nances with the same sensitivity but different linewidths are plotted in Fig. 1.2(a) where
the loss is zero and in Fig. 1.2(b) with moderate transduction loss.

Figure 1.2: Two Gaussian shaped resonances exhibiting the same sensitivity but different
linewidths. (a) The ideal lossless case. (b) Introducing moderate white noise to mimic the
transduction noise of an actual measurement.

Despite the large difference in linewidth, the shift of both resonances are clearly ob-
servable in the lossless case. However, by introducing transduction losses, it becomes
increasingly difficult to distinguish the two peaks of resonance 2, and their spectral po-
sition. At this noise level, the two peaks of resonance 1 are still clearly distinguishable
emphasizing the importance of the linewidth in real measurements, and highlighting the
need to use both the FOM and the detection limit as performance parameters when com-
paring sensors.

Various optical structures have been investigated the past decade for label-free re-
fractometric detection including surface plasmon resonance sensors, interferometer-based
sensors and photonic crystal based sensors [8]. Whereas some techniques are still at the
research stage others have turned into commercial products [10, 11]. Localized plasmonic
based sensors are still in the research stage. Their sensor potential has often been debated,
and to some extent tested experimentally, see e.g. [12, 13]. We investigate their refracto-
metric sensors potential through a model system consisting of U-shaped gold Split-Ring
Resonators (SRRs). The nanometer-sized split-ring resonators operate at telecommuni-
cation wavelengths. At conceptual illustration of a potential SRR-based refractometric
sensor integrated into a microfluidic channel is given in Fig. 1.3.

In this project we look at the potential of SRR’s-based sensors and localized plasmonic
sensors in general.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis consists of a general introduction to the fields of near-field silver superlenses
and gold split-ring resonators in addition to a list of five peer-review journal papers. Chap-
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Flow

SRR array

Biomolecules
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual drawing of a U-shaped split-ring resonator array integrated into
a microfluidic channel to detect a refractive index change induced by biomolecules in the
fluid. The excitation light induces fields in the SRR that overlap with the surrounding
materials making the structure sensitive to refractive index changes of the fluid. The inset
is a close-up of an individual split-ring resonator.

ter 2-5 comprises the introduction part whereas chapter 6 is devoted to a description of
the articles. The articles are attached to Appendix A.

Chapter 2 - Background
To understand the superlens theory, the very basic theory of conventional optical mi-
croscopy and limitations is reviewed. After explaining the basic concepts of superlensing,
the theory of split-ring resonators is introduced with emphasis on resonance tuning, the
fields arising from the light excitation, and the losses that limits the sensor performance.

Chapter 3 - State-of-the-art
A review of the experimental results for a flat slab silver superlens are given. Then re-
cently published results on split-ring resonators with particular focus on the sensor aspect.
Finally, two alternative state-of-the-art refractometric sensor methods are described.

Chapter 4 - Hypothesis
The scope of this Ph.D. work is outlined.

Chapter 5 - Fabrication
The fabrication technique Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) is briefly described. EBL is
central for both the superlens and the SRR project. The chapter ends by a discussion of
metal and dielectric fabrication materials employed in the work.
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Chapter 6 - Work summary
The content of the five published peer-review articles is summarized. The results are dis-
cussed, and compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

Chapter 7 - Conclusion & outlook
The thesis ends with concluding remarks and outlook on both the superlens and the SRR
projects.

Appendix A
Publications submitted as part of the Ph.D. thesis.

Appendix B
Full list of publications.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter revises the basic concepts of silver near-field superlenses and gold split-
ring resonators. To understand near-field superlenses, it is relevant first to review the
fundamentals of conventional optical imaging and describe the limitations of such systems.
The foundation of metamaterials is then explained leading to split-ring resonator structures
with emphasis on an analytical description, light induced fields and loss sources relevant
for sensing applications.

2.1 Imaging

2.1.1 Conventional imaging system

There exists a large variety of optical imaging systems with vastly different complexities.
From a single lens to microscopes consisting of multiple lenses, apertures and other optical
components. The single most important component of an imaging system is the lens. A
lens is typically made of an optically dense material such as glass with a refractive index
n=1.5. When an incident wavefront propagating in air hits the lens, it is delayed by an
amount depending on the thickness of the lens, n, and the wavelength of the light λ.
The wave thereby experiences a phase delay. Depending on whether the lens is convex or
concave, the phase correction will either lead to a point of focus (converging wavefronts)
or the wavefronts will diverge beyond the lens, respectively. [14]

Mutual to all optical systems is that the spatial resolution r, i.e. the minimum de-
tectable distance between two closely spaced specimen points, is limited by a number of
factors. This includes aberrations of the optical components and alignment errors. For a
perfect aberration-free imaging system, the ultimate resolution is determined by diffrac-
tion. Diffraction is a consequence of interference due to the wave-behavior of light, and is
a limiting factor of any wave-dependent imaging system. Since most imaging systems are
not perfect, the diffraction limit is the systems theoretical limit and it is determined by
three system characteristics: the wavelength λ, the refractive index n between the objec-
tive and the lens, and the angular aperture half angle θ of the light cone captured by the
objective, see Fig. 2.1.

7
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Figure 2.1: Imaging of a point source via a single convex lens with a numerical aperture
equaling sinθ. The image forms an intensity distribution that can be described by a point
spread function with radius r.

The diffraction limited spatial resolution for a circular aperture is defined as [15]

r = 0.61
λ

n sinθ
(2.1)

where n sinθ=NA (Numerical Aperture). The numerical aperture is an indicator used
for objectives to illustrate their light gathering abilities and consequently their resolution
potential. Eq. (2.1) is known as the Rayleigh criterion with r corresponding to the radius
of a Point Spread Function (PSF). A point spread function represents the image of a
point source. It is the overlapping of two point spread functions and whether these two
distributions can be distinguished that determines the spatial resolution. By examining
Eq. (2.1), it becomes apparent that the resolution is directly proportional to the wavelength
and the refractive index. For optical microscopy the wavelength can be lowered to around
400 nm, which is the lower limit of the visible spectrum. The refractive index can be
changed by substituting air (nair=1) with immersion oil (noil=1.5), thereby collecting
more light through the lens and gaining a factor of 1.5 in resolution. Finally the angular
aperture can be as high as 72◦ corresponding to sinθ=0.95. The practical resolution of an
optical system is around 200 nm for a periodic grating structures [16].

A related concept is the spatial frequency k, which is the number of structural repeti-
tions or periods within a certain length scale. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the effect of increasing the
spatial frequency on the contrast M . The objects are resolved for both spatial frequencies
but there is a large contrast difference. The frequency at which the contrast is zero, hence
where the image is homogeneously grey, is called the cut-off frequency kc=2NA/λ. [16]

Eq. (2.1) states the ultimate limit for a conventional optical imaging system determined
by light interference, and because these systems are only able to transmit the propagating
waves. Propagating waves are waves with low spatial frequencies k. High spatial frequency
waves that include the finer details of the objects can not be resolved by a conventional
optical system. For a dielectric material such as glass or air (ε > 0 and μ > 0), the
low k waves propagate through the medium. These propagating waves can be described
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Figure 2.2: Intensity plots of two grey-scale periodic gratings with different spatial frequen-
cies. The black and white bars represent intensities of zero or one, respectively. Hence,
in both cases the object has a contrast Mobject=1. The optical imaging system can be
represented by an Optical Transfer Function (OTF) that encompasses both an amplitude
and a phase correction Φ. The resulting image resembles a sinusoidal intensity distribution
with a contrast dependent on the spatial frequency.

by the wave numbers kz =
√

ω2c−2 − k2
x − k2

y where ω2c−2 > k2
x + k2

y , assuming plane
waves E(r, t) = E0 exp(ik · r − iωt), and propagation in the +z-direction. For the high k

waves, ω2c−2 < k2
x+k2

y leads to kz = i
√

k2
x + k2

y − ω2c−2, which describes an exponentially
decaying wave. These waves are often referred to as evanescent waves. For a conventional
optical system the evanescent waves decay before reaching the image plane and they
typically do not contribute to the image. [17]

2.1.2 Contrast and resolution enhancement

In standard bright-field microscopy, the mechanism that creates contrast in a image is
the absorption of light by the sample. There are various microscopy techniques that can
enhance the contrast of a specific sample including dark-field microscopy that relies on
light scattering and phase contrast microscopy, which relies on interference. Nevertheless,
all techniques still have to abide to Eq. (2.1) and therefore do not offer a better resolution.
The same can be said for fluorescence microscopy where light emitting objects smaller than
r can be localized e.g. 10 nm Quantum Dots (QDs). It is the variations in fluorescent
intensity that creates contrast in the image. If the objects of interest are not sufficiently
auto-fluorescent to be distinguished from the background, then the specimens have to be
labeled with a fluorescent dye, the so-called fluorophores. Fluorescent microscopy is great
for determining the position of nanoscale objects but does not provide any finer details
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and can only distinguish objects that are further than r apart [18].
There are two apparent alternatives to enhance resolution. Either to substitute the

photons with particles that have a shorter wavelength such as electrons or to use near-
field techniques that capture the evanescent fields as well. Fig. 2.3 summarizes various
spectroscopy techniques according to their spatial resolution.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of spectroscopy techniques arranged according to energy and spatial
resolution. The methods include scanning probe techniques such as SNOM, and STS,
electron based techniques such as EELS and CL, Raman spectroscopy and optical far-
field microscopy. The dashed curves represent the wavelength of photons and electrons.
Reproduced and modified from [19].

The de Broglie wavelength of an electron is a factor of 10-100 smaller than the cor-
responding wavelength of light at a given energy. The performance of electron based
techniques including Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and CathodoLumines-
cence (CL) depends largely on the conductivity of the sample but the resolution should
still be better or comparable to optical microscopy [20]. In most bio-applications the ob-
jects of interest are only poorly conducting effectively ruling out electron based imaging
techniques unless the biomolecules are in some way coated. However, a conductive coating
effectively alters the biomolecules and they are no longer measurable in their natural form.
Near-field techniques such as Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) or scanning near-
optical microscopy provide sub-wavelength resolution. Unfortunately, STS is restricted to
metals as well. This is not a limitation of the SNOM technique, which works by collecting
the samples’ near-field through a hole in the tip of a metal coated probe. The probe is
placed within a few nanometers of the sample and raster scanned across the sample to
form the image. Hence, unlike a lens, a SNOM does not project the whole image and
the scanning is typically rather slow. Furthermore, the measurements are often invasive
slightly modifying or damaging the sample during scanning due to the close proximity of
the SNOM probe [21, 22].
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2.1.3 Negative index media

An alternative approach to obtain sub-wavelength resolution was proposed by Pendry in
2000 [17]. The idea of his theoretical paper was to make a lens out of Negative Index Ma-
terial (NIM). This lens should be able to transmit both the propagating and evanescent
waves to the image plane, resulting in a diffraction-free image. Pendry’s ideas elaborated
on the work by Veselago [23] who already in 1968 had speculated what the optical im-
plications of a material with simultaneously ε < 0 and μ < 0 would be. Among many
interesting observations, Veselago demonstrated the focusing capabilities of a flat NIM
slab by applying Snell’s law of refraction, see Fig. 2.4(a). Due to the negative index, the
NIM based lens does not need to be spherical to focus the light. In fact the light is focused
to a spot inside the NIM as well as at a distance z beyond the NIM.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Ray diagram of the light propagating through a flat slab of NIM with
thickness d2. The light is emitted from a point source a distance d1 away from the slab.
According to Snell’s law, the light is refracted at a negative angle relative to the surface
normal and is refocused at a distance z = d2 − d1 beyond the slab. (b) A slab of NIM
restores the evanescent field amplitude of the object to the image plane.

Another relevant aspect for imaging is the negative phase velocity inside the NIM slab.
Hence, the NIM is able to rewind the phase back to its original state when the light was first
emitted by the source, whereby Φ=0 (Fig. 2.2). When ε2=-ε1 and μ2=-μ1, a NIM does not
only correct the phase but also amplifies the evanescent waves [Fig. 2.4(b)]. Consequently,
both propagating and evanescent waves can reach the image plane and contribute to the
image. The restoration of the evanescent waves paves the way for sub-wavelength imaging
since both high and low spatial frequencies are represented in the image. Unfortunately,
materials with simultaneous ε < 0 and μ < 0 do not naturally occur.

2.1.4 Near-field superlens

Pendry also proposed that a material with either ε < 0 or μ < 0 can be used as a sub-
wavelength lens. However, there are two important restrictions. Firstly, the evanescent
field amplification only applies to one of the orthogonal polarizations directions: Trans-
verse Magnetic (TM) or Transverse Electric (TE). Secondly, the lens is restricted to the
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near-field so that the distances between object, lens, and image plane have to be smaller
than the wavelength. Fortunately ε < 0 can be readily obtained in a number of metals at
optical frequencies and therefore Pendry suggested a lens consisting of a flat silver (εm)
slab surrounded by air, εd, where εd = −εm at λ0=356 nm, see Fig 2.5(a).

x

z

(a)

(c)

(b)

� �d m=-

�d �d�m

Figure 2.5: (a) Sub-wavelength near-field lens design consisting of a flat silver slab sur-
rounded by dielectric where εd=-εm. (b) The quasi-electrostatic potential in the object
plane. (c) The image of the electrostatic potential through a lens design as described in
(a), and without the silver slab, hence a purely dielectric lens. Adopted and modified
from [17].

The reason why the lens only works in the near-field is due to the requirement that the
electric and magnetic fields have to be decoupled. Otherwise both the material parameters
ε and μ have to be negative. This in turn requires that the quasistatic limit applies. In
this limit the electric and magnetic fields decouple in Maxwells equations as the partial
derivatives ∂/∂t go to zero, see Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

⇒ ∇× E = 0 (2.2)

∇× H = Jf +
∂D
∂t

⇒ ∇×H = Jf (2.3)

where D = ε0E + P and H = 1/μ0B − M. D is the electric displacement field, E is the
electric field, B is the magnetic field, H is the magnitizing field, Jf is the free current
density, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, P is the polarization, μ0 is the permeability, and
M is the magnetization. Specifically, the evanescent field of a TM wave can be amplified
in a medium with ε < 0 while a TE evanescent field can be amplified in a μ < 0 medium.
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Whereas a NIM ensures perfect imaging for an arbitrary polarization [24], a near-field lens
can only restore the polarization components along a given axis.

Pendry found that the requirement εd=-εm is exactly the condition for surface plas-
mons to exist at the boundary between the metal and the dielectric and concluded that
there must be a link between the excitation of surface plasmons and the evanescent field
enhancement. He theoretically demonstrated that a flat slab of silver surrounded by di-
electric material can focus light to a sub-wavelength spot, if the spatial frequencies of the
light and surface plasmon match, Fig. 2.5(b) and (c). However, the resistive loss of the
metal precludes a 1:1 representation of the object in the image plane.

Pendrys proposed flat lens has later been termed a near-field superlens due to the sub-
wavelength resolution potential in the near-field. There are other types of plasmonic lenses
including hyperlenses and far-field superlens that also offer sub-wavelength resolution but
in the far-field by converting the evanescent waves into propagating waves. The design
complexity, however, largely surpasses the NFSL.

2.1.5 Superlens resolution

The resolution enhancement R of a near-field superlens relative to a conventional optical
imaging system, was estimated by Smith et al. [24] as

R =
1
2π

ln
(

λ2

a2Δ4

)
λ

d2
(2.4)

where a is the surface periodicity [m−1], Δ is the modulation (rms roughness) and d2 is
the thickness of the metal slab. The resolution enhancement is inversely proportional to
the slab thickness and for resolution enhancement, ln(λ2/a2Δ4)�1 is typically required.
Obviously Δ is the most significant parameter. Δ should preferably be lower than 1 nm
rms for both spacer and Ag surfaces since the spacer roughness largely influences the metal
roughness [1]. However, a is also important since a surface plasmon (kx) on a surface with
a ∼ kx will be highly dissipative rendering it impossible for the corresponding evanescent
field to be sufficiently enhanced [24]. Both a, Δ, and d2 contribute significantly to the
cut-off frequency kc.

2.2 Photonic metamaterials

The unusual optical properties of negative index media and their potential applications [17,
25] have catapulted the interest in such materials. Negative index materials do not occur
naturally and the simplest engineering approach would be metal-ferromagnetic alloys, see
Fig. 2.6(a). Unfortunately, metals have ε < 0 at terahertz frequencies whereas ferromag-
netic materials provide μ < 0 up to the gigahertz range. The frequency mismatch means
that ε and μ cannot be negative in a metal-ferromagnetic alloy, simultaneously. Since
Pendry et al. in 1999 [26] showed that μ < 0 can be obtained in metal-dielectric sub-
wavelength structures, there has been a great interest in these so-called metamaterials for
realizing true negative index media.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Permittivity ε and permeability μ diagram including relevant material
classes. The axis to the right illustrate the ranges ε < 0 for metals and μ < 0 for
ferromagnetic materials as a function of frequency ω. (b) Fish-net structure. (c) Double
rod structure. (d) Split-ring resonators. The periodicity Λ is for all structures much
smaller than the wavelength of light λ.

The common definition of metamaterials is that they are artificially structured, com-
posite materials which attain their electromagnetic properties from their mesoscopic unit
cell rather than the constituent materials [27]. Metamaterials are typically build up of
periodic metal nano-structures, the so-called meta-atoms [Fig. 2.6(b)], surrounded by di-
electric material where all characteristic length scales such as side-length � and period Λ
are substantially smaller than the wavelength λ. Their electromagnetic response stems
from the excitation of structural resonances in the metal structures caused by moving
charges [26]. There are a few different types of metamaterials including rods, fish-net, and
different types of split-ring structures [28], see fig. 2.6(b)-(d) for example structures. The
simplicity of the one-piece split-ring resonator combined with a simple analytic description
has made the SRR a central metamaterial structure that exhibits μ < 0 in the spectral
vicinity of the resonance [29].

2.2.1 Split-ring resonators

In 1999 Pendry et al. [26] presented several examples of sub-wavelength, metal structures
relying on internal circuit resonances to provide an effective negative permeability μeff . In
terms of fabrication complexity, the simplest structures proposed were arrays of planar
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split-ring resonators. By providing a magnetic field normal to the plane of the SRR array
i.e. by excitation at grazing angles, the circuit resonance can be excited whereby the
structure inhibits light propagation in a narrow band around the resonance. Different
interpretations have been applied to explain the transmission stop band. Some suggest it
is caused by large values of the permeability in the vicinity of the resonance while others
suggest it is related to the induced circulating current within the ring that produces an
artificial out-of-plane magnetic dipole that can oppose the incident field [30, 31].

In 2002 Balmaz et al. [32] demonstrated that a SRR can also be excited by an external
electric field. The E-field excitation is weaker than the B-field excitation in terms of
signal strength but provides an opportunity to excite the SRR at normal incidence. The
only requirement is that the light polarization is perpendicular to the SRR arms to create
an asymmetric charge distribution, which induces the circulating current. If the light is
polarized parallel to the arms, current will only oscillate within the two arms and therefore
the SRR does not produce a magnetic dipole but an in-plane electric dipole [33]. Finally,
SRRs can also be electrically excited [30].

The SRR fundamental resonance is caused by internal capacitance and inductance.
The strong circuit analogy has paved the way for an analytical inductance-capacitance
(LC) model description where the resonance frequency is given as

ω0 =
1√
LC

(2.5)

In the simplest approximation the two arms of the SRR mimicks a parallel plate capacitor
and the actual split-ring imitates a single loop of a coil given rise to the systems inductance,
see Fig. 2.7.

Magnetic coil

Plate capacitor
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Figure 2.7: The U-shaped SRR resembling an LC circuit consisting of two parallel plates
with capacitance C and a magnetic coil with inductance L. Relevant geometrical param-
eters are: the sidelength �, the gap width d, the gap length w, and the height h.

For the U-shaped SRR depicted here

C = ε0
wh

d
, L = μ0

� × �

h
(2.6)

Inserting L and C into Eq. 2.5 yields
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ω0 =
c

l

√
d

w
(2.7)

where c = 1/
√

ε0μ0. L is the ring inductance while C is the gap capacitance. The
resonance frequency scales with the sidelength � related to the inductance and the slit
ratio d/w coming from the capacitance. Surprisingly ω0 is independent of the height
h. Numerical and experimental investigations have revealed that the resonance is height
dependent [34, 35] but this is not accounted for in this simple model. Variations in the
dielectric environment is also left out of the equation.

The linear scaling of Eq. (2.7) breaks down at high frequencies. Klein et al. [36] at-
tributed this to the increasing importance of the kinetic energy of the conduction electrons.
Therefore more advanced models have been proposed to describe resonances at high fre-
quencies. These include an additional kinetic inductance term to account for the electron
kinetic energy [37] and an additional capacitance term to describe contributions from local
E-fields inside the metal [38] or at its surfaces apart from the gap region [39].

Eq. (2.7) describes the ground mode resonance of a single isolated U-shaped split-ring
resonator. However, also higher order modes exist as seen in Fig. 2.8(a). In most cases
the SRR sits in a vast array with many other SRRs. The light induced E and B-fields
in a SRR affect neighboring SRRs, see Fig. 2.8(b). The interaction results in a resonance
shift and a widening of the resonance due to coupling induced losses Rcoup [40].

B-field
E-field
Coupling

B

Ground mode First order mode

E

E

(b)(a) Polarization

Figure 2.8: (a) Simulated transmission spectra including schematic illustration of the
internal current flow for the ground and first order SRR resonances. For the ground mode a
circulating current creates an out-of-plane magnetic dipole and an in-plane electric dipole.
The current flow is restricted to the arms for the first order mode creating an in-plane
electric dipole. (b) The light induced E-fields (blue) and B-fields (red) of the individual
SRRs for the ground mode resonance. The proximity of the array leads to coupling (black)
between neighboring SRRs.

Extending the LC-model to an RLC-model, a resistance R is introduced to describe
the total damping but which leaves the resonance nearly invariant [41]. The quality factor
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(Q) is often used to describe the energy dissipation and thereby the performance of a
resonating system. For an RLC-circuit the Q-factor is defined in Eq. (2.8).

Q =
ω0

Δω
=

1
R

√
L

C
(2.8)

where R is the total resistance. R consist of an internal, intrinsic ohmic resistance R0, a
radiation resistance Rrad stemming from the oscillating electric dipoles, a Rinhom describing
the inhomogeneous broadening due to fabrication tolerances and finally Rcoup. In order
to narrow the resonance peak of a single SRR, losses should be minimized, and the ratio
L/C should be large according to Eq. (2.8). Obviously, for sensing applications a narrow
linewidth translates into a high figure-of-merit and a low detection limit, which in turn
requires low losses.
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Chapter 3

State-of-the-art

Recent developments in the field of near-field superlenses and split-ring resonator struc-
tures are summarized here. Some basic theoretical concepts are briefly reviewed but the
main focus is on the experimental demonstrations, in order to give a good overview of the
context of this Ph.D. work.

3.1 Plasmonic near-field superlens

In 2000 the theoretical foundation of the plasmonic based near-field superlens was estab-
lished by Pendry et al. [17]. The lens consists of a silver slab surrounded by a dielectric
material with εd = −εm. Negative refraction of light ensures focusing while surface plas-
mon excitation at the dielectric-metal interfaces amplifies the evanescent fields facilitating
the finer image details to be resolved in the image plane. The lens is thereby able to
image below the diffraction limit by transmitting both propagating and evanescent field
components.

3.1.1 Precursors for NFSL

In 2001 the first experimental demonstration of negative refraction was presented by Shelby
et al. [42]. Their metamaterial was built up of 2D periodic arrays of copper split-ring
resonators and wires separated by a 0.25-mm thick fiber glass circuit board material. The
SRRs produce a negative μ whereas the wires provide a negative ε. The boards were then
assembled into an upright cubic 3D pattern, see Fig. 3.1(a), and the structure was cut
into a prism for the beam deflection measurements. The measurements were conducted at
microwave frequencies (8-12 GHz) and the transmitted intensity was collected at angles
θ=±π/2 within the beam plane, see Fig. 3.1(b)-(c). Whereas the teflon sample refracts the
light in the expected positive direction, the metamaterial demonstrates negative refraction
of light, thereby supporting the conclusions made by Veselago [23].

A step closer to the realization of a near-field superlens was taken in 2003 by Fang et
al. [43, 44] who demonstrated growth of evanescent waves in nanometer thick silver layers.
The surface roughness of the air/Ag interface was used as the coupling mechanism to
optically excite surface plasmons at normal incidence, contrary to the traditional grating

19
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: (a) 3D metamaterial cubic lattice consisting of split-ring resonators and wires
on each side of a transparent circuit board material. (b) Experimental setup diagram
for measuring the transmitted light intensity for angles θ=±π/2. (c) The measurement
results for a negative index material (”LHM”) compared to a teflon reference. Adapted
from [42].

or prism coupling schemes [3]. The silver was deposited onto the flat side of a glass prism,
see Fig. 3.2(a). At the air/Ag interface some of the propagating waves are converted
via scattering to evanescent waves described by a lateral wavevector kx. The evanescent
waves are transmitted through the silver and their amplification depends on whether
kx ≈ ksp, Fig. 3.2(b). Some of these evanescent waves are then converted back into
propagating waves in the glass prism and recorded by a CCD array measuring the angle
distribution near the surface-plasmon coupling angle θsp. Propagating waves transmitted
directly through the silver, hence with small kx, are blocked by a mask and therefore do
not contribute to the image.

Fang observed that the range of amplified spectral frequencies strongly depends on
how well the surface plasmon condition εair=-εAg is fulfilled. For εAg →-1 the bandwidth
of resolvable spatial frequencies increases. Also they noted that the amplification depends
on the silver thickness since for thick silver layers the intrinsic loss of the silver starts to
dominate [Fig. 3.2(c)].

3.1.2 Towards sub-diffraction resolution

In 2004 Melville et al. [45] tested the imaging properties of a flat silver slab. They em-
ployed a grating mask, a photolithographic readout scheme and characterized the exposed
resist using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). The lens stack consisted of an EBL
written 40 nm thick tungsten mask on glass, 60 nm Poly(Methyl Methacrylate) (PMMA)
spacer layer, 120 nm Ag, and finally a 60 nm PMMA layer (60/120/60 configuration)
that was brought into vacuum contact with a 50 nm resist layer on a silicon wafer, see
Fig. 3.3(a). The first spacer layer was used to planarize the mask, reducing the surface
roughness to 2 nm root-mean-square (rms) while the second layer sets the image plane
at the PMMA/resist boundary. Using a I-line aligner (λ0=365 nm), the Ag lens was
compared to standard proximity lithography [Fig. 3.3(b)-(c)].

Whereas the standard lithography was unable to resolve 1 μm half-pitch (Λ/2) gratings
due to diffraction, the silver lens slab was successful. Further exposures showed that
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(a) (c)(b)
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic illustration of the sample with a thin silver layer on the flat side
of a glass prism. Normal incidence light polarized along the x-direction is scattered at the
air/Ag boundary. A mask on the other side of the prism blocks light with small kx vectors
from reaching the screen (CCD array). (b) The light scattered at the air/Ag interface
produce evanescent waves that can couple to surface plasmons and be amplified. Some of
these amplified evanescent waves are converted into propagating waves at the Ag/glass-
interface. (c) Transmissivity |Tp|2 of the p-polarized evanescent field as a function of silver
thickness. The inset shows the recorded image of a white light source creating a rainbow
effect. Adapted from [43].

350 nm Λ/2 gratings could be resolved, which is on the order of the operating wavelength.
Supported by finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulations of the E-field intensity,
Melville concluded that the silver lens is able to focus the light but that the layers chosen
are too thick for sub-wavelength imaging.

Whether Melvilles’s results could be linked to the superlens effect proposed by Pendry
was later questioned [46]. Melville and co-workers answered the criticism [47] while con-
tinuing to refine their lens structure resolving 250 nm Λ/2 [48] in late 2004 by employing
a asymmetric 40/80/26 PMMA/Ag/SiO2 structure with improved roughness (below 1 nm
rms) to 72.5 nm Λ/2 [49] in early 2005 for a 25/50/10 PMMA/Ag/SiO2. For the latter
structure they had also incorporated an anti reflection coating (ARC) layer in between
the Si and resist to minimize reflections. Since the diffraction limit is r ≈ λ0/2n, this was
the first real demonstration of sub-diffraction imaging using a near-field silver lens.

3.1.3 NFSL state-of-the-art

This resolution milestone was broken a month later by Fang et al. [1] demonstrating 60 nm
Λ/2 resolution with a single stack structure. Their structure consisted of a focused ion
beam written chrome mask on a quartz wafer, a 40 nm PMMA spacer layer, 35 nm Ag,
120 nm resist for recording the image, and the stack was exposed from the bottom using
an I-line (365 nm) aligner, see Fig. 3.4(a).

For a grating structure only a single spatial frequency kx of the evanescent field has
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic illustration of the imaging setup comprising a mask/lens stack
and a resist stack. The lens stack consists of a glass/tungsten mask, a planar silver lens
and two PMMA spacer layers. The stack is brought into vacuum contact with a resist
coated Si wafer and the combined structure is illuminated from the top at 365 nm. (b)
AFM image of an exposed 1 μm grating structure using standard proximity lithography.
(c) AFM image of an exposed 1 μm grating structure using the stack depicted in (a).
Adapted from [45].
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Figure 3.4: (a) The stack for the superlensing experiment consisting of a quartz/chrome
mask, PMMA spacer layer, Ag, and a photoresist. The resist was exposed from below
at λ0=365 nm. (b) SEM image of the object. The linewidth is 40 nm. (c) AFM image
of the exposed resist. (d) AFM image of a control structure where the Ag layer in (a)
is replaced by PMMA. (e) Cross-sectional scan of the letter ”A” for the superlens and
control structure. Adapted from [1].

to be restored. For an arbitrary object a whole band of spatial frequencies have to be
restored. Besides resolving the 60 nm Λ/2 gratings, Fang et al. tested their superlens on
the arbitrary object ”NANO”, see Fig. 3.4(b)-(e). They observed a linewidth improvement
from 321 nm to 89 nm compared to the control experiment. However, the lack of 1:1
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reproduction demonstrated the limitations of their near-field superlens unable to restore
the full bandwidth of kx.

The resolution benchmark of the near-field superlens was further improved in 2010 by
Chaturvedi et al. [4] resolving 30 nm Λ/2 gratings in a photoresist, see Fig. 3.5(b). The
40 nm mask modulations were planarized by NanoImprint Lithography (NIL) of a thick
spacer layer using a flat Si stamp. Subsequently, the spacer layer was dry etched down to
6 nm in thickness. Then a 35-nm chrome layer with windows defined by photolithography,
1 nm germanium (Ge) to reduce the surface roughness of the subsequent 15 nm Ag layer
to 0.8 nm rms, and a photoresist on top completes the stack, see Fig. 3.5(a). The exposure
was done using an LED at λ0=380 nm.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic illustration of the lens stack consisting of a quartz wafer with an
embedded 30 nm Λ/2 chrome mask within a spacer layer. On top a Cr layer, a Ag layer,
and finally the photoresist. The resist is exposed through the back side at λ0=380 nm.
(b) AFM image of the developed photoresist after exposure. Adapted from [4].

3.1.4 NFSL readout mechanism

A different read-out technique was introduced by Taubner et al. [50] using a scattering
version of the scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM) to probe the near-field
light intensity directly at infrared frequencies. The superlens was operated in reflection
with the s-SNOM providing the excitation around λ0=11 μm and recording the amplitude
and phase of the reflected signal. The stack consisted of circular holes in a 60 nm thick Au
film, two 220 nm SiO2 spacer layers, and the 440 nm SiC lens, see Fig. 3.6(a)-(b). Holes
down to 540 nm were resolved resulting in λ0/20 resolution [Fig. 3.6(c)-(d)]. A control
experiment at λ0=9.25 μm, hence where the plasmon condition is unfulfilled, showed no
significant contrast [Fig. 3.6(e)].

3.2 Photonic metamaterials

As with the area of superlenses, it was a theoretical paper by Pendry et al. [26], which
kick-started the field of metamaterials. In the past years photonic metamaterials have
demonstrated a broad range of intriguing optical properties and potential applications
including nanoscale light concentration and focusing in addition to miniaturization of
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Figure 3.6: (a) The experimental setup showing the s-SNOM tip and the stack of Au
holes, SiO2 spacer layers, and the SiC lens. (b) SEM image of the different sized holes
in the Au film. (c) Measured reflected amplitude. (d) Measured reflected phase contrast.
(e) Control experiment at wavelength which is off the plasmons resonance. (λ0=9.25).
Adapted from [50].

devices such as antennas [51]. Fig. 3.7 summarizes the development for fishnet, rods and
split-ring resonator structures towards visible wavelengths for the ground resonance mode.
The following sections focus entirely on the split-ring resonator structure.

3.2.1 Split-ring resonators

The resonances of sub-wavelength metal structures are caused by internal capacitance and
inductance [26]. For the single SRR geometry the capacitor is represented by the two arms
forming the two plates of a parallel capacitor with capacitance C and the ring forms a
single loop coil with inductance L. This leads to the well known LC circuit resonance,
ω = 1/

√
LC, which can be used to estimate the ground mode resonance frequency.

Well aware that the simple model has some shortcomings, attempts have been made
to extend or refine the model e.g. for high aspect ratio SRR. Guo et al. [52] looked at the
SRR as a folded wire and added a certain length δ to the wire length whereby the model
accuracy improved when compared to experimentally observed resonances. Corrigan et
al. [35] included the Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) adhesion layer when defining an effective
permittivity εeff rather than just using the vacuum permittivity ε0. They also derived
more complex analytical expressions for L and C by modeling the ring structure as four
connected sheets (L) and the parallel arms as two spheres (C).

Various SRR designs and arrangements have been tested through the past decade be-
ginning with the double SRR consisting of a inner and outer square ring rotated 180◦ rela-
tive to each other, see Fig. 3.7. During miniaturization the single SRR design emerged [29],
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the downscaling of metamaterial structures from the GHz to THz
range from year 2000 to 2007. The graph summarizes the progress for split-ring resonators
(yellow and green), rods (blue), and fish-net structures (red). The numbers correspond to
the references in [51]. Adapted from [51].

which like the double SRR exhibits an artificial magnetism. There are numerous variations
of the single split-ring design including U-shaped [28], circular [53], and split-rings with
multiple slits [37], see Fig. 3.8(a)-(e). The SRRs are commonly arranged in planar arrays
with a single or multiple orientations [29, 54] [Fig. 3.8(f)-(g)] but SRRs have also been
arranged in multilayers [55] [Fig. 3.8(h)]. The response of individual SRRs has also been
experimentally investigated [56].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.8: (a) Single slit SRR. (b) Double slit SRR. (c) Quadruple slit SRR. (d) U-shaped
SRR. (e) Circular SRR. (f) SRR array oriented in one direction. (g) SRR array with two
SRR orientations. (h) Multilayer SRRs.

Tuning of the resonance by geometrical scaling and altering the materials is well de-
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scribed in literature. Rockstuhl et al. [57] carried out a systematic study of the geometrical
tuning of square SRRs whereas Aydin et al. [58] tried a similar exercise for circular SRRs.
Frequency tuning can also be done by altering the constituent materials. This was clearly
highlighted by the work of Klein et al. [36] and Lahiri et al. [59] both attempting to tests
the limits of scaling. While Klein et al. fabricated Au SRRs with a resonance at 900 nm
and concluded that further downscaling would not decrease the resonance wavelength sig-
nificantly, Lahiri et al. fabricated the SRRs out of aluminium lowering the resonance to
530 nm. Both groups attribute the scaling break-down to the finite kinetic energy of elec-
trons imposing a fundamental limit on the resonance. However, the plasmon frequency of
Al is higher than Au effectively lowering the overall inductance and consequently the res-
onance wavelength [59]. Finally, Padilla et al. [60] and Sun et al. [61] tuned the resonance
by altering the dielectric environment either by photoexciting carriers in the underlying
GaAs substrate or by using a fluid as the cladding layer replacing air, respectively.

Decker et al. [62] noticed that for SRRs arranged in 2x2 cell with half of the SRRs
turned 90◦(Fig. 3.8(h)), the array causes a waveplate behavior, which can lead to rather
large optical activity [62]. The same SRR configuration leads to the the concept of bright
and dark meta-atoms [63]. The bright elements couple directly to the incoming light,
hence their arms are perpendicular to the polarization. The SRRs oriented parallel to the
polarization do not couple but are excited indirectly by the magnetic dipole of the bright
element inducing a current in the dark element circuits.

Some of the problems facing SRRs and metamaterials in general, are losses including
the intrinsic material losses, radiation losses, and losses caused by the interaction between
neighboring elements. They all contribute to widen the resonance, which for some appli-
cations such as refractive index sensors is undesired. Different attempts to compensate for
the losses including incorporating gain into the metamaterial structures [64], fabricating
metamaterials out of superconducting materials [65], exploiting the lower loss of dark ele-
ments compared to bright elements [66], and suppressing radiation damping by changing
the resonator geometry [67].

3.2.2 Split-ring resonator sensors

Sun et al.’s [61] fluidic tuning experiments demonstrate one of the potential applications
of SRRs, namely to be used as refractive index sensors. SRR based devices have already
been employed in refractometric sensing used to detect thin layers of PMMA spincoated
directly onto the SRRs detecting a 120 nm spectral shift for 30 nm PMMA [68]. Driscoll
et al. [69] applied drops of Si nanospheres in an ethanol solution onto a surface containing
SRRs. After the ethanol was evaporated, measurements revealed a ground mode frequency
shift of 0.03 THz per drop.

Another potential sensing application of the SRR is related to strong field enhancement
in the vicinity of the structure. For the ground resonance mode, the field is particularly
strong in the gap region. The field enhancement has been used to detect small concentra-
tions of DNA molecules using the polarization of the incident light to individually address
two resonant modes enabling detection of two indepedent sensing events [70]. Cubukcu et
al. [12] detected a self-assembled monolayers of 1-octadecanthiol with zeptomole sensitiv-
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ity [Fig. 3.9(a)]. Detection is made possible when the SRR resonance and the molecules
vibrational modes spectrally overlap, see Fig. 3.9(b)-(c). The molecules form a 2.4 nm
thick monolayer with thiol end-groups binding to the gold surface. Assuming that the
majority of the signal comes from the gap region, 40 zeptomoles of 1-octadecanthiol per
SRR is required to obtain a detectable signal.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.9: (a) SEM image of the fabricated split-ring resonator structures, the simulated
E-field amplitude, and sketch of monolayers residing in the gap region. (b) The simulated
far-field transmission spectrum with close-up on the absorption peak of the molecule.
(c) Measured spectra for SRR’s with different diameter. Inset shows a close-up of the
molecules’ absorption. Adapted from [12].

SRR’s have also been used as wireless strain sensors fabricated onto a flexible substrate
to enhance sensitivity [71]. By gradually increasing an applied load, the induced frequency
shift was detected via transmission measurements. SRR’s were used due to their large
sensitivity to geometrical variations. Besides sensing applications, SRRs have also been
used as notch filters [30] and as one part of the unit cell in perfect absorber materials [72].

3.2.3 State-of-the-art refractometric sensors

Two of the most widespread and sensitive commercial label-free detection techniques are
based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and interferometers. In SPR sensing, a surface
plasmon propagates along an interface typically between a metal and a dielectric where
εd = −εm, see Fig. 3.10(a). The evanescent field of the plasmon decays into the sample
solution with a characteristic nanometer decay length. Minute changes in refractive index
influence the wavelength coupling to the surface plasmon and/or the coupling angle. By
monitoring either of these, a sensing event can be detected. The surface plasmon is
subjected to the high losses of the metal significantly limiting the propagation length, and
hence sensitivity. This problem can to some extend be solved by Long Range Surface
Plasmons (LRSP), where plasmons on both sides of a thin metal film couple. LRPS
devices have been demonstrated with sensitivities up to 3.2×104 nm/RIU and detection
limits down to 2.5×10−8 RIU [73]. A drawback of SRP sensing is the necessity of additional
optical components such as a light coupling scheme (e.g. a prism) and a polarizer, which
makes it rather difficult to integrate and miniaturize onto a chip.

Interferometers detect via the interference of light. In a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
[MZI, Fig. 3.10(b)] monochromatic light is coupled into a single mode fiber and the light
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Figure 3.10: (a) A SPR-based refractometric sensor using prism coupling for excitation of
plasmons at the metal-dielectric boundary. The light-coupling to the plasmon depends on
the refractive index at the boundary. (b) Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Monochromatic,
coherent light is split up at the input and recombined at the output. The output intensity
is a function of the phase difference of the light in the two branches, which depends on
the refractive index of the analyte surrounding the sensing arm. Adapted from [74, 75].

is split equally at a Y-junction. The evanescent field of one arm is allowed to interact
with the analyte whereas the other arm is not. The two arms recombine and interfere
at the output where the intensity is monitored by a photodetector. A refractive index
change at the surface of the sensor branch changes the optical phase, the interference
when the arms recombine and thereby the intensity at the output. The sensitivity of
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer depends on the length of the sensing arm, which means
there is a trade-off between size and sensitivity with integrated versions typically being
millimeter to centimeter long. To enhance the sensitivity, a modulator can be added to the
reference arm. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer with integrated modulator and centimeter
long arms has demonstrated a 1×10−7 RIU detection limit [76]. Obviously, a modulator
adds to the chip complexity whereas coupling to a single mode fiber with a core diameter
of ∼ 100 nm complicates operation.



Chapter 4

Hypothesis

This Ph.D. work is divided into the following two topics: high resolution imaging via a
superlens and localized refractometric sensing using plasmonic resonators. The sensing
potential of these systems is investigated with later integration in mind. This taken into
account, not only is the sensing performance important but the fabricated structures
should also enable down-stream processing without degrading the structures significantly
and alter their performance. This directly translates into the choice of materials where
biocompatibility as well as chemical and mechanical stability over a longer period of time
is favored. This should ease the integration of either superlens or plasmonic resonators
into an e.g. chip based fluidic platform.

The scope of the work can be summarized in the following form:

• The superlens project focuses on investigating the near-field silver superlens design
demonstrated by Fang et al. [1]. The design consists of a flat silver slab, it operates
at a free-space wavelength λ0=365 nm, and superlensing is verified through pho-
tolithography with sub-wavelength resolution. However, the superlens design here is
prepared for later integration into e.g. a lab-on-a-chip environment. Therefore it is
paramount that the materials involved are resistant towards down-stream processing
and biocompatible. This is where our work differes from Fang et al. allowing the
superlens to potentially be used in non-invasive surface enhanced spectroscopy.

• The refractometric sensor project focuses on localized plasmonic structures as an
alternative sensing platforms to already established sensing techniques. The split-
ring resonator geometry has been chosen as a model system due to its fabrication
simplicity, its relatively high sensitivity compared to other plasmonic structures, and
an intuitive analytical description via equivalent circuit theory. The circuit model
both gives an insight into the frequency scaling but also into the loss mechanisms,
which are crucial for the optimization of the sensor performance in terms of figure-
of-merit and detection limit.

29
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Chapter 5

Fabrication

Electron-beam lithography is the fabrication workhorse for both the superlens and the
split-ring resonator project. This fabrication technology is briefly described in the following
section with the theory taken from [20]. Material choices are then discussed concerning
the metals used for the plasmonic structures and the relevant surrounding dielectrics of
the superlens design.

5.1 Electron beam lithography

Electron-beam lithography is a serial, top-down lithographic technique utilizing negatively
charged electrons to expose a polymer resist material. Fig. 5.1 provides a schematic
illustration of an EBL system.

Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the EBL system. The central part is the colunm
(right) where the electron beam is shaped and focused via electromagnets and apertures.
The substrate resides on a mechanical stage that can be moved in a step-like motion.
Reprinted from [77].
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The electrons are extracted from a filament, accelerated by a voltage drop Vacc, and
focused using electromagnetic lenses onto the substrate positioned on a mechanical stage.
Apertures control the current I and the beam shape whereas beam deflectors determine
the area that can be exposed without moving the stage. The column is kept under vacuum
to minimize scattering.

In conventional photolithography, the resolution is proportional to the wavelength and
limited by the diffraction of light. In the wave description of electrons the much shorter
de Broglie wavelength λe is applied

λe =
h

p
=

h√
2m0eVacc

(5.1)

where h is Planck’s constant, p is the electron momentum, m0 is the electron mass, and
e is the electron charge. For large acceleration voltages such as Vacc=100 kV, λe=0.1 nm
meaning that the resolution is highly unaffected by diffraction. The beam size can be
reduced to a few nanometers depending on the electromagnetic lenses and apertures.

Electrons experience forward- and back-scattering when penetrating the resist ma-
terial and into the substrate. The scattering of electrons in the resist as well as the
substrate defines the resolution limit of electron beam lithography together with material
properties and processing conditions. Forward scattering describes small angle scattering
events caused by electron-electron collisions, which broadens the effective beam diameter.
Backscattering originates from electron-nuclei collisions whereby resist areas can be ex-
posed several micrometers away from the beam position. This is known as the proximity
effect putting a practical limit on the structure density.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Spatial dose distribution of the forward scattering and backscattering at
the resist-substrate interface. (b) Effective dose (red line) for high density structures (left)
and an isolated structure (right). The difference in effective dose is caused by the proximity
efffect. Reprinted from [20].

There are two tones of resist: positive and negative. Exposing a positive resist results
in bond breakage of the polymeric chains reducing the average molecular weight. This
subsequently increases the solubility and exposed ares can be dissolved in the following
development step. The contrary happens for a negative resist where bonds are formed in
exposed areas reducing their solubility and they remain after development.

Apart from the tone of the resist there are two other important parameters: the
contrast, and the sensitivity of the resist. The contrast is the slope of a resist thickness vs.
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electron dose plot and the sensitivity is the dose to fully expose the resist. A resist with a
higher contrast will in general have more vertical sidewall profiles but typically also higher
sensitivity. The contrast is an important parameter for the final pattern resolution.

5.2 Plasmonic materials

Most plasmonic components for telecommunication and optical frequencies are made out of
metals. Metals have large electrical conductivities as a result of high free electron densities,
and the high plasma frequencies enables surface plasmon excitation (εd=-εm) at THz
frequencies. Unfortunately, metals also have relatively large losses in this frequency region,
which primarily arises from the free electron scattering and from interband transitions of
bound electrons. For the free charges losses come from scattering effects caused by other
electrons, phonons, lattice defects or grain boundaries [78]. For most naturally occurring
materials, μ∼1 and the material loss is described by the imaginary part of the permittivity
ε′′. Fig. 5.3 shows ε′′ for the metals Ag, Al, Au and Cu.

Figure 5.3: (a) The imaginary part of the permittivity ε′′ for four metals Ag, Al, Au and
Cu at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. (b) Zoom-in on Ag in the 325-475 nm range
relevant for the near-field superlens. The data has been taken from [79, 80]

Fig. 5.3(a) shows that Al is the material of choice for wavelengths below 300 nm. In
the visible to NIR, silver has the lowest loss with a minimum around 380 nm [Fig. 5.3(b)].
In terms of fabrication, silver degrades relatively fast in an ambient environment, which
renders it less suitable for some applications. Gold has the second lowest loss and it has the
advantage compared to both silver and copper of being chemically stable. Silver and gold
are the two preferred metals for plasmonic structures. Alternatives have been proposed
but for the majority of the materials, they can not compete in terms of loss and ease of
fabrication at these frequencies. For a detailed discussion see West et al. [78].

Besides loss, another important parameter is biocompatibility in the context of chip
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based sensing. For the refractometric sensing using localized plasmonic resonators, the
sensitivity is typically inversely proportional to the distance between resonators and ana-
lyte. Hence, surface immobilization of the analyte on the metal is required. This is often
enabled using a Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM), which links the analyte to the surface.
The most extensively studied case of SAMs is the alkenethiols binding to metal surfaces.
Out of the metals, gold is the most studied and therefore the standard material. There
are multiple reasons for that including the inertness of gold whereby experiments can be
conducted in a ambient atmosphere, the high quality SAM films formed on gold, and the
fact that gold is compatible with living cells. Contrary, silver it toxic to cells, and copper
oxidizes even faster than silver. [81]

5.3 Polymers of superlens stack

Besides the quartz/chrome mask and the Ag layer, the superlens stack also consists of a
planarizing spacer layer and a resist. For the original work by Fang et al. [1] they used
I-line (365 nm) light, PMMA (ε′=2.301) as spacer layer and the negative resist NFR105G
(ε′=2.301, JSR Micro), which is produced in industrial scale. Large quantities are usually
not required for fundamental research, which is why we looked for another UV sensitive
resist. However, the two conditions: compatibility with PMMA and high resolution UV
resist are difficult to combine [82]. Besides, PMMA is easily dissolved in polar organic
solvents, which are commonly used in standard micro- and nano-fabrication. Hence, a
spacer material better suitable for downstream fabrication while still being biocompatible
and having comparable optical properties, would be more attractive. It was decided to use
the polymer Mr-I T85 (ε′=2.415, Microresist Gmbh [83]) over other common dielectrics
such as SiO2 (ε′=2.25) and Al2O3 due to better match of ε’ as well as based on initial
planarization tests. Mr-I T85 is compatible with a range of high resolution resists including
the chosen mr-UVL 6000 negative resist (ε′=2.719, Microresist Gmbh [84]). It should be
noted that both the spacer layer and the resist are closer to fulfilling the plasmon condition
ε′dielectic ≈ ε′Ag=2.401 than Fang’s material choice. Also, PMMA and mr-UVL 6000 are
not compatible since the solvent of mr-UVL 6000, dissolves PMMA.

5.3.1 Mr-I T85

Mr-I T85 is a Cyclo-Olefin Copolymer (COC). COCs have excellent optical properties
and transmission even at wavelengths below 260 nm [85]. COC was originally developed
as an alternative to polymers such as PMMA to improve some of its deficiencies while
maintaining the optical properties. COC has a higher chemical resistance to acids and
organic polar solvents, e.g. acetone and methanol, and a higher moisture barrier. In terms
of the molecular structure, COC consists of two monomers ethylene and norbornene, see
Fig. 5.4.

The COC materials are divided into grades that largely depend on the the relative con-
tent of the two monomers. The content influences both mechanical and thermal properties
including the glass transition temperature Tg, which spans a temperature range of 78 to
178◦C. The transmission of UV light in COC is comparable or better than PMMA [85].
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Figure 5.4: The molecular structure of the cyclo-olefin copolymer consisting of ethylene
(left) and norbornene (right). The subscripts X & Y indicate that additional monomers
may follow in a random order. Reprinted from [85].

The material is dispersive and the permittivity can be calculated from the Cauchy coeffi-
cients provided by the supplier where n2=ε for a dielectric [Eq. (5.2)].

n(λ) = 1.515 +
5.25 × 103

λ2
(5.2)

where λ is the vacuum wavelength in nm.

5.3.2 Mr-UVL 6000

Mr-UVL 6000 is a negative, epoxy-based UV-sensitive resist. The name ”epoxy” refers to
a particular chemical group where one oxygen atom is bonded to two carbon atoms, which
already have other bonds. Fig. 5.5 depicts a typical epoxy molecule.

O

O

CH3 C H3

O

O

Figure 5.5: The molecular structure of a typical epoxy.

The epoxy molecule is formed from a long chain with reactive sites at either end.
Mr-UVL 6000 is chemically amplified to increase the sensitivity to the exposure energy.
An acid released by the exposure process, breaks up bonds of the epoxy molecule leav-
ing OH-groups dangling. These OH− groups then bind to OH− groups on other epoxy
molecules forming a long chain, thereby cross-linking the polymer and reducing the solu-
bility drastically. The main part of the acid diffusion takes place during the subsequent
post-exposure bake step where a single acid molecule can take part in multiple reactions.
The acid diffusion length can in itself limit the resolution [86]. The two ring groups at its
center are able to absorb mechanical and thermal stresses better than linear groups and
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therefore give the epoxy based polymer a higher stiffness, toughness and heat resistance.
The permittivity of mr-UVL 6000 can be calculated from the Cauchy coefficients provided
by the supplier [Eq. (5.3)]

n(λ) = 1.57 +
1.049 × 104

λ2
(5.3)

The version of the mr-UVL 6000 resist dedicated to EBL is sold under the trade name
mr-EBL 6000 (earlier mr-L 6000XP). EBL exposures show that mr-EBL 6000 has a better
resolution than SU-8, which is a commonly used UV/EBL sensitive resist. Since the two
resists have comparable sensitivity and contrast, the resolution difference might be a result
of a shorter acid diffusion length for mr-UVL 6000. The diffusion length is known to be a
limiting factor for the resolution of SU-8 [86]. Since most photoresists are also sensitive to
electrons [20], the resolution results should in theory be translatable to UV lithography.
This is the reason why mr-UVL 6000 was chosen instead of SU-8.



Chapter 6

Work summary

6.1 Paper I - near-field superlens

The objective of the near-field superlens article is to reproduce the results of Fang et al. [1]
by using their superlens stack design including layer thicknesses but employing a spacer
material, mr-I T85, that is more suitable for integration, see Fig. 6.1(a). The superlens’
performance is measured indirectly by employing a lithographic readout scheme using an
I-line photoresist, mr-UVL 6000, and then measuring the surface modulation using an
AFM [see Fig. 6.1(b)].

mr-UVL 6000
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Cr

Fused silica
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(a) (b)

yx

z

100 nm
35 nm
40 nm
50 nm

Beam profile Dose curve

Resist modulation

Figure 6.1: (a) The near-field superlens stack design with relevant materials and thick-
nesses. The fused silica/chrome mask patterns are reproduced in the photoresist by UV-
lithography through the stack whereby the intensity modulations of the incoming beam
are converted into topographical modulations via the dose curve of the resist. (b) After
exposure and development, an AFM is used to characterize the surface.

The read-out method is not ideal since the light intensity is measured indirectly through
the modulations of the remaining resist. The dose curve thereby acts as a transfer function
of the light intensity with the resist properties i.e. contrast and acid diffusion length
putting a limit on the resolvable feature size. Hence, the resolution obtained can be viewed
as a minimum of the particular superlens design. Detecting the light intensity directly is
preferable but this requires a near-field measuring technique operating at λ0=365 nm,
which we did not have access to during the course of this project.

37
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6.1.1 Numerical calculations

To support the grating structure design, full-wave simulations of the transmitted field was
employed. A commercially available finite-element method (Comsol Multiphysics) was
used to solve the wave equation, Eq. (6.1)

∇×∇× E =
ω2

c2
εE, (6.1)

In Comsol the RF-module, TM/TE waves, and scattered harmonic propagation were em-
ployed. The superlens stack is depicted in Fig. 6.2 where perfectly-matched layers (PMLs)
are used for the horizontal domain boundaries (z-direction) while periodic boundary con-
ditions are employed for the vertical domain boundaries (x-direction). For the material
properties we employ n = 1.475 for the quartz, n = 1.40 + i3.25 for Cr, n = 0.407 + i4.43
for Al, n = 1.554 for mr-I T85 corresponding to ε = 2.415, ε = −2.401 + i0.2488 for Ag,
and n = 1.649 for mr-UVL 6000. Figure 6.2 shows the intensity-distribution (

∣∣E∣∣/∣∣E0

∣∣)2
for 365 nm radiation in the resist layer for TE/TM polarization with and without a 80 nm
half-pitch grating structure. TE is polarized along the x-direction whereas TM is polarized
along the y-direction.

TM(E )y

TE(E )x

�=365 nm �=365 nm
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Figure 6.2: Finite-element modeling of the intensity-distribution (|E|/|E0|)2 for transverse
magnetic and transverse electric incident light. Two scenarios are compared: superlens
stack without the grating mask (left) and superlens stack including a 80 nm half-pitch
grating mask (right).

As seen in Fig. 6.2 only a minor fraction of TE modes are transmitted compared to the
TM modes. The UV aligner used for the exposure sends out a random polarization with a
somewhat even distribution of TM and TE components. Recalling that the evanescent field
enhancement is restricted to TM polarized light [17], the strong attenuation/reflection of
the TE modes prevents an over-representation of propagating modes in the image plane.
The addition of a 80 nm half-pitch grating structure reduces the overall intensity by
approximately one half.

When the collimated light from the UV-aligner hits the grating structure at normal
incidence, the light diverges into the spacer material. The divergence is primarily in
the y-direction perpendicular to the grating lines since Λ << grating length (∼ 20 μm).
The divergent beam is symmetrical around the z-direction but the individual plane-wave
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components experience angled incidence. This leads to a difference in transmission and
reflection of TE and TM polarized waves [22] with the TM modes being transmitted and
focused beyond the lens, as evident in Fig. 6.2.

The transmission of the TM modes is sufficient for imaging 1D modulations with sub-
wavelength resolution but when light impinges onto arbitrary structures, it diverges in all
directions. Imaging arbitrary structures therefore requires enhancement and focusing of
both TE and TM modes. A material with simultaneously ε < 0 and μ < 0 can act as a
near-perfect lens for arbitrary structures. However, its performance is still limited by the
loss mechanisms described in Eq. (2.4).

6.1.2 Process optimization

The superlens design sets rather stringent demands on the processing. Nanometer thick
layers with sub-nanometer roughness requires some process optimization. The mask fab-
rication is rather trivial but the proximity effect inherent to EBL limits the feature size
to 60 nm half-pitch and 30×30 μm2 arrays for the employed positive resist, ZEP520A [see
Appendix A.1, Fig. (4)]. By an anisotropic Reactive Ion Etch (RIE), the chrome layer is
embedded into the fused silica to reduce surface modulation from 40 nm to about 12 nm
prior to spincoating of the spacer layer, mr-I T85. By standard UV-lithography and metal
deposition an aluminum cover lid is fabricated with 20×20 μm2 windows to the gratings.
This concludes the mask fabrication.

A 300 nm thick mr-I T85 is spincoated onto the mask, RIE etched to 40 nm, and re-
flowed/etched using a mild oxygen plasma. The RIE process increases the surface rough-
ness of the mr-I T85 layer. mr-I T85 consists of two monomers (see section 5.3.1) and the
etch might be selectively favoring one of the monomers. This can lead to local variations
in etch rate thereby increasing the roughness. The oxygen plasma is an isotropic chemical
etch, which reduces the surface roughness to the initial level after spincoating. The RIE
etch rate is 1.7 nm/s and it therefore requires extreme process control to obtain a thickness
of 40 nm (tT85). Unfortunately, the mr-I T85 thickness could not be determined directly
by optical techniques due to the restrictive micrometer sized grating arrays. Instead we
employed an indirect technique, measuring the window profiles by AFM with and without
mr-I T85 corresponding to tAl,AFM and tT85,AFM, respectively [see Fig. 6.3(a)]. Combin-
ing these values with the thickness of the mr-I T85 on top of the Al lid measured by an
ellipsometer, tT85,Ellip, tT85 could be determined. Both the AFM and the ellipsometer
have sub-nm vertical resolution. This measuring technique should ensure that the correct
thickness is measured eventhough the etch rate above the silica/chrome mask might be
slightly different than above the aluminum cover lid. The RIE etch and oxygen plasma
cycle is repeated two to three times in order to reach a thickness of 40 nm±5 nm.

Then the 35 nm±2 nm Ag lens is deposited at an optimized rate of 1.5 Å/s to ensure
a sub-nm rms roughness (typically 0.8-0.9 nm over a 5×5 μm2 area). To avoid oxidation
of the silver, which increases the material loss, the mr-UVL 6000 resist is immediately
spincoated onto the silver, exposed and developed. To enhance the contrast the resist is
exposed with a dose corresponding to the maximum slope of the resist dose curve, see
Fig. 6.3(b). This should provide the best contrast between the exposed and ”unexposed”
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Figure 6.3: (a) Determining the layer thickness tT85 by AFM (tT85,AFM and tAl,AFM) and
ellipsometry (tT85,Ellip). (b) Dosecurve for UV-exposure of 70 nm mr-UVL 6000 through
35 nm Ag. The data represent average values measured on 2×2 μm2, and 5×5 μm2

squares. The fitted sigmoidal curve has a maximum slope at 746±2μC/cm2.

areas. The clearing dose through the Ag layer is about 2 times the normal dose without
a 35 nm silver layer [84]. The mr-UVL 6000 layer is then AFM scanned. 80 nm half-pitch
gratings with 1-2 nm topographic modulations were resolved using the superlens stack.

6.1.3 Discussion

There can be many reasons for the resolution limit of our superlens stack and why we were
not able to reproduce the 60 nm half-pitch reported by Fang et al. [1]. The rms roughness
of the mr-I T85 is equivalent to their PMMA layer and we have a lower rms roughness
of the Ag layer, ∼ 0.9 as opposed to 1.5 nm [87]. Nevertheless, the surface periodicity a
also affects the resolution but there is no comparable data. In terms of photoresist, we
can only speculate that there might be a difference in resolution. An important aspect of
our design is embedding the chrome mask to planarize the surface but whether that has
an influence is also speculative.

There is some uncertainty regarding the thicknesses of the spacer and the metal layer.
To test the superlens’s sensitivity to height variations, a series of finite-element simula-
tions were conducted where the thicknesses were altered in 10 nm intervals for a 60 nm
Λ/2 grating, see Fig. 6.4. The data was retrieved via a line scan 15 nm into the resist,
hence allowing the lens to somewhat focus the light. By altering the thicknesses, the
focus position z also shifts, which means the comparison should be done with care. The
lens fabricated here is asymmetric, but the expression for a symmetric lens proposed by
Pendry [17] can still be used as a guideline (focus point beyond the lens z = d2 − d1, d2 is
the metal thickness and d1 is the spacer thickness).

For the metal thicknesses, tAg=25 nm has the highest contrast but with poorest reso-
lution. This can not be explaining by focusing action but is because the thin silver layer is
unable to sufficiently enhance the evanescent fields whereby the finer details do not reach
the image plane. The contrast is very low for tAg=45 nm due to material losses, which
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Figure 6.4: (a) & (b) Finite-element modeling of the intensity cross-section (|E|/|E0|)2 15
nm into the resist for TM polarized light. Different layer thicknesses tT85=30-50 nm and
tAg=25-45 nm in steps of 10 nm are compared. The x-axis is the normalized position x
with respect to the grating period Λ=120 nm.

are supported by the observations of Lee et al. [87]. When increasing the spacer thickness
to 50 nm, the focus point moves closer to the lens and fewer high k components reach
the silver lens, thereby decreasing the cut-off frequency. The reason for the slight increase
in contrast, might be explained by moving closer to the focusing apex. The results for
tT85=30 nm are exactly opposite, higher resolution but lower contrast, using the above
argumentation. The configuration 40/35 T85/Ag seems to be a good compromise between
resolution and contrast. However, if the spacer layer can be reduced, the Ag layer can
also be reduced yielding an improved contrast and resolution, see Fig. 6.4(b). For some
samples, the initial mask modulation was sufficiently low to allow a 30 nm spacer layer.

One fundamental error was discovered ”post project” concerning the exposure dose.
The dose curve in Fig. 6.3(b) was made without the grating structure but using a mask
with micrometer sized structures down to 1-2 μm. For a UV exposure where λ < Λ, the
light intensity is not significantly attenuated by the mask but when λ > Λ, Fig. 6.2 shows
that the intensity is drastically damped for Λ/2=80 nm. For 60-70 nm half pitch the
attenuation is expected to be even stronger. Instead of using the dose corresponding to
the maximum slope of the dose curve in Fig. 6.3(b), a dose above the clearing dose should
have been used specified by the attenuation of the mask structure. Whether this would
have improved the resolution is speculative but it would probably have had an influence on
the height of the resist modulations. Due to the proximity effect, the grating periodicity
would nevertheless be restricted to about 60 nm half-pitch for the employed e-beam resist
(ZEP520A), which in itself would not present an improvement to the original results of
Fang et al. [1].
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6.1.4 Conclusion & outlook

Superlensing was demonstrated by resolving 80 nm half-pitch gratings in a negative pho-
toresist employing light with a vacuum wavelength of 365 nm. The obtained resolution is
below the diffraction limit and the results were supported by finite-element modelling of
the field distribution in the resist. The resolution in itself is not impressive compared to
the results of Fang et al. [1] and Melville et al. [49] resolving 60 nm and 72.5 nm, respec-
tively. However, the choice of materials makes it suitable for later integration into e.g. a
nanofluidic system where it can provide the advantages of surface enhanced spectroscopy
without perturbing the sample molecules. Examples include a lab-on-a-chip device with
integrated superlens and plasmonic nanoantennas proposed by Liu et al [88].

However, the project indicates that the integration into a lab-on-a-chip platform will
be rather challenging due to the extreme fabrication tolerances regarding thickness and
roughness. In addition, there are no apparent material alternatives to silver at the re-
quired wavelengths to obtain a resolution below 200 nm obtained by conventional optical
microscopy [78]. As pointed out earlier, the problem with silver is that is quickly oxidizes
in an ambient atmosphere. Eventhough COC-based polymers such as mr-I T85 are excel-
lent moisture barriers, they are only moderately good as oxygen barriers. This is probably
insufficient for a 40 nm membrane to prevent the silver from significantly degrading be-
fore the measurements can be carried out. Alternative dielectric materials include liquid
crystal polymers and ethylene vinyl alcohols [85] but obviously they might have their own
drawbacks conflicting with the application.

The resolution capabilities of near-field superlenses is astonishing but as have been
pointed out earlier this resolution is limited to grating structures, hence structures with
1D periodic modulations where only a narrow range of k values have to be restored. This
is sufficient for the superlens to improve the resolution of arbitrary structures but it does
not give 1:1 imaging since not all k values are restored [1]. For near-perfect imaging
of arbitrary structures both ε and μ have to be negative, simultaneously. This has been
reported in fishnet structures with gain material to compensate for the material losses [64].

6.2 SRR articles

The 200×200 nm2 split-ring resonators are fabricated by electron beam lithography in the
positive resist ZEP520A, followed by metal deposition of 30-90 nm gold with/without a
2-5 nm adhesion layer, metal lift-off, and then the wafers are cut into samples that fit
the measurement sample holder. The process is fast, within machine specs and simple
allowing day-to-day testing of new designs. The resonances are measured using a far-field
transmission setup, see Fig. 6.5(a).

The free space measurement setup uses a supercontinuum light source (500-1700 nm,
SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC) and an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) (500-1700 nm,
Ando AQ-6315E). The output beam is collimated and broadened to a 200 μm spot via
a parabolic mirror. Then the light is linearly polarized by a Glan-Thompson polarizer
before it reaches the sample. After traversing the sample, the beam is focused by another
parabolic mirror and collected with an output fiber with a 10 μm core diameter leading
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Wavelength

Figure 6.5: (a) Sketch of the free-space transmission measurement setup containing a
supercontinuum light source (SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC), and an OSA (Ando AQ-
6315E). Reproduced from [64]. (b) The light source spectrum measured with the OSA via
an optical fiber.

to the OSA. The peak at 1064 nm in Fig. 6.5(b) of the light source spectrum is an artifact
attributed to the pump laser of the supercontinuum source. Intensity fluctuations around
the pump laser frequency is a well known drawback of supercontinuum light sources [89],
which is why care was taken into designing SRRs with resonances away from the range
1050-1100 nm.

The supporting numerical calculations were carried out using the general-purpose elec-
tromagnetic simulator, CST Microwave Studio, which is based on the Finite Integration
Technique (FIT). The numerical method uses spatial discretization to split up the calcula-
tion domain into small grid cells, either in a tetrahedral or hexahedral pattern. Discretized
Maxwells equations are then solved for each grid point. There is a choice of four different
solvers domains: time, frequency, eigenmode or integral. For our SRR simulations we used
the frequency domain, which is relevant for time-harmonic fields. The frequency domain
solves the problem for a single frequency at a time, for a number of frequency samples.
The solution comprises the field distribution as well as the S-parameters at the given fre-
quency. We used the ”FSS Unit cell (FD)” template, which automatically sets up unit
cell boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions and sets up plane wave (TE/TM) port
excitation in the z-direction. A typical SRR unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 6.6(a).

The calculation domain is divided into a tetrahedral mesh with a 1×10−6 accuracy,
and adaptive mesh refinement. For a 100 THz range, 1000-10000 frequency samples are
calculated giving a discretization of 10-100 THz−1.

The dielectric dispersion of gold is commonly described in the metamaterial literature
through either a Drude or Drude-Lorentz model [27, 90]. The Drude model is given in
Eq. (6.2)
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Figure 6.6: (a) A typical SRR unit cell used in the numerical modeling. It consists of a gold
SRR on a fused silica substrate (εsilica=2.1). (b) Johnson and Christy’s [79] experimental
data for ε′ and ε′′ as a function of angular frequency fitted with the Drude model and a
higher order model native to CST.

ε(ω) = εinf −
ω2

p

ω(ω + iωc)
(6.2)

where ωp is the plasma frequency, ωc is the collision frequency, and εinf is the background
permittivity. We have to a large extend used the Drude model describing the free electrons
of a metal as an electron plasma with parameters ωp = 1.3673 × 1016 s−1, ωc = 1.0027 ×
1014 s−1 and εinf = 9.0 [27]. The Drude model is a reasonable approximation in the
wavelength range 850-1700 nm to the experimental data of Johnson and Christry [79].
Lately, we have applied a fit to the data using a higher order function native to CST.
The Drude and higher order functions are compared in Fig. 6.6(b). χ2 is an indicator of
the goodness of the fit summing over the relative differences [91]. χ2 for the higher order
function is three times smaller compared to the Drude model, indicating an improvement
in this particular frequency range 175-350 THz (∼850-1700 nm).

6.2.1 Paper II - capacitance tuning

The circuit resonance in split-ring resonators relies on internal inductance and capacitance.
In the simplest approximation the resonance is ω0 = 1/

√
LC = c/�

√
d/w (Eq. 2.7) for a U-

shaped SRR where c is the speed of light, � is the sidelength, d is the slit gap, and w is the
slit width. Acknowledging that � stems from the inductance L and the slit ratio d/w comes
from the capacitance C, the resonance can be linearly tuned by adjusting d/w without
affecting the area, or interaction to neighboring meta-atoms. The overall shape and unit
cell design therefore remains constant. Note that the resonance frequencies are well below
the scaling limit for this design and material choice, see discussion in section 2.2.1.

The fabricated SRRs have �=200 nm, d/w=0.76-0.88, Λ=440 nm, height h=30 nm
plus a 5 nm Titanium (Ti) adhesion layer. The recorded resonances are compared to
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the simple LC-model in a (k0�)2 vs. d/w plot with good quantitative agreement. We
acknowledge that the adhesion layer, SRR-SRR coupling, surrounding dielectric materials,
and the SRR height h influence the resonance position. Altering on of these parameters
will inevitably affect the results and the agreement with the model. We therefore stress
that this simple LC-model applies in this special case but we do not expect it to apply if
the above parameters are significantly altered.

6.2.2 Paper III - extended LC-model

The simple LC-model breaks down at high frequencies, for high aspect ratio structures [35,
52], and when altering the dielectric constant of the surrounding materials significantly.
By tuning all geometrical parameters including the height h, and replacing the cladding
material with oils of different indexes, we were able to empirically verify an expansion to
the existing model. The fluidic tuning tool allows for extensive testing of the parameter
space while keeping the sample geometries constant. The expanded model builds on
Eq. (2.7) adding two additional terms: a geometry dependent constant S and an effective
permittivity εeff that incorporates a parameter f , which from the definition is the same f as
in Eq. (1.1). f and S are perceived as geometrical corrections to the original shortcomings
of the plate capacitor (C) and the single-loop coil (L) picture of the SRR geometry. The
values of f and S can be derived from the tuning measurements, first determining f and
then S.

There is good quantitative agreement between the model and the collected data with
an error of about 3 %. The expanded model can be used as a general guideline to predict
the resonance for a single SRR with arbitrary geometry and dielectric host materials. The
model also confirms the results for the special case (Paper II).

A 5 nm Ti adhesion layer is used for the gold SRRs in this paper. The adhesion layer
red-shifts the resonance compared to all-gold SRRs. This is a source of error for these
measurements and the model derived. It is difficult to fabricate two arrays with exactly
the same dimensions and the SRRs are very sensitive to geometrical changes. The impact
of the 5 nm titanium layer is therefore better investigated by numerical tools. Fig. 6.7
shows the results of cladding tuning experiments with and without 5 nm Ti.

The cladding induced frequency shift does not change by introducing a thin Ti layer.
The resonance red-shifts by 22 THz for 50 nm high SRRs, which corresponds to about 2 %.
Further modelling show that this is a characteristic value for the geometries presented in
the paper. If the samples had been fabricated without the 5 nm Ti layer they should in
theory shift the same 2 %, which would alter the slope of the (kl/S)2 vs. d/εeffw graph by
about the same percentage increasing the error from 3 % to about 5 %. Despite adjusting
for the titanium layer, the model is still able to describe the resonance behavoir of SRRs
in various dielectric host materials within a 5 % error.

6.2.3 Paper IV - adhesion layer

Adhesion promoters are commonly applied to ensure sufficient adhesion of gold layers on
Si/SiO2. The performance of two commonly used adhesion promoters, titanium and in-
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Figure 6.7: Simulated spectra of the ground mode SRR resonance with and without a
5 nm Ti adhesion layer for two cladding materials (n=1 and n=1.5). The SRR geometry
has �=200 nm, d/w=0.8, h=50 nm, and Λ=500 nm.

dium tin oxide (weight ratio 80/20 indium/tin, DC sputtered), are explored with respect
to spectral shift and quality factor relative to an all-gold reference sample for SRR struc-
tures. The results are in agreement with perturbative considerations and show that both
materials induce a spectral shift. The shift is expected since by introducing an adhesion
layer, the local dielectric environment is altered, and as evident in Paper III the SRR’s are
very sensitive to such changes. For Ti the spectral shift is accompanied by a significant
broadening, the results confirmed by numerical modeling (Fig. 6.8). The numerical data
support the experimentally observed line broadening of 33% (29% simulations) and wave-
length shift of 4% (2% simulations). The small quantitative discrepancy can be interpreted
as small geometrical deviations from sample to sample.

Contrary to Ti, a thin ITO adhesion layer does not induce a broadening that can be
detected by the current setup. The good insulating properties of ITO results in a high
resistivity ρ compared to Au, ρAu= 3×10−8 Ω·m and ρITO= 2×10−5 Ω·m measured by a
four-point probe of 60 nm thick layers. This minimizes leak currents into the ITO during
excitation. Ti has a comparable but higher resistivity than Au (ρTi= 7×10−7 Ω·m),
leading to a significant contribution to the ohmic damping. We acknowledge that the
thicknesses for the resistivity measurement are not exactly the same as for the physical
samples. However, it is difficult to characterize 2-5 nm layers accurately and the purpose
of the investigation was only to give an order of magnitude estimation. For thinner layers
the resistivity is expected to be even larger due to a larger surface to volume ratio.

The main conclusion of the adhesion layer investigation was that even 2 nm thin ad-
hesion layers significantly contribute to the resonance position, and therefore have to be
included in the numerical modeling. Concerning the use of ITO, we emphasize the well
established fact that the electronic and optical properties are highly dependent on sto-
ichiometry and fabrication details, as discussed in e.g. Lai et al. [92]. This precludes
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Figure 6.8: Numerical transmission data for a SRR structure with �=200 nm, d/w=0.8,
hAu=50 nm, and Λ=500 nm. The thickness of the Ti adhesion layer is changed from
hTi=0-7.5 nm.

quantitative numerical modeling of such systems unless the specific film is well character-
ized, which is difficult for such thin films. ITO is therefore sometimes simply neglected
in numerical models, see e.g. Gansel et al. [93], and the physical parameters are ”fudge
fitted” to fit the simulations to experimentally observed data, see e.g. Klein et al. [94].
Hence, the fabrication and stoichiometric dependent optical properties of ITO precludes
a general quantitative benchmarking of such samples.

For all-gold samples some of the SRRs will detach during the lift-off process, see
Fig. 6.9.

1 m�

Figure 6.9: SEM micrograph of Au SRRs on a fused silica substrate. The structures have
a sidelength �=200 nm and a height h=50 nm, while the period is Λ=500 nm.

A small investigation was made to estimate the yield. Since a typical 2×2 mm2 sample
contains ∼107 resonators a full SEM inspection is not practically feasible but checking a
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200×200 μm2 area reveals a yield of 97%±1.8%. The detached SRRs should therefore
not change the overall signal amplitude significantly in the transmission measurements.
Indeed, if we focus a light beam to a 10 μm spot size and measure an average transmit-
tance dip of 0.38±0.008. The 0.008 modulation corresponds to a 2.1% variation, which
is attributed to the yield variations. Since the numbers are in reasonable agreement they
are seen as representative for the whole 2×2 mm2 sample.

For applications of SRRs e.g. as refractive index sensors in a microfludic channel the
poor adhesion of all-gold SRRs may result in additional detachment caused by e.g. fluid
flow. An adhesion layer with a high optical quality such as ITO might then be favorable
but the induced spectral shift must be accounted for if the resonance position is critical.

6.2.4 Paper V - refractometric sensing

The combination of sensitivity, transduction loss and linewidth ultimately determines the
sensor performance of the SRR’s. It is important to address the loss sources since they
influence the resonance linewidth. The main contributions come from inhomogeneity,
SRR-SRR coupling, radiation, and intrinsic loss. The inhomogeneity stems from the
fabrication reproducibility. This term becomes increasingly important as the SRR’s are
downscaled and fabrication tolerances decrease. The coupling losses depend on the period
Λ and on the overall unit cell design. The radiation losses are related to the SRR operating
as an antenna, which receives and emits electromagnetic radiation. These processes are
lossy with a large impact on the linewidth compared to intrinsic losses [56]. Since the
radiation losses are related directly to the excitation, they can be minimized but not
completely avoided. Finally, the intrinsic losses are the internal ohmic losses of the metal
and presents the ultimately limit of localized SRR based sensors.

Based on the work by Wang and Shen [95], a figure-of-merit has been derived for
plasmonic localized resonances in the quasi-static limit, hence where all characteristic
length scales are much smaller than the wavelength. The FOM is of a universal nature,
independent of geometry and directly linked to the intrinsic material losses, see Eq. (6.3)

FOM =
|ε′m|
ε′′m

, kΛ � 1. (6.3)

where εm = ε′m + iε′′m is the complex permittivity of the metal. The characteristic length
scales of metamaterials are often comparable to the wavelength, hence kΛ ∼ 1, and the
quasi-static limit no longer explicitly applies. The predicted FOM values should therefore
not be considered as absolute values for metamaterials but rather as estimates, beyond
which large improvements (> 102) are not expected.

The theory is tested using a SRR model system where the concept of bright and dark
modes is exploited by rotating the SRRs by ±π/2, see section 2.2.1 for further explanation.
Bright elements are directly excited by the incident radiation leading to large radiation
dissipation whereas dark elements couple to the bright elements, their resonance linewidth
being independent of radiation damping. By increasing the number of dark elements in
a 2×2 unit cell, the radiation losses are reduced as well as the bright element coupling.
To the contrary, the dark element coupling is enhanced but since the magnetic dipoles
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arising from bright elements is stronger than for dark elements, the overall coupling is
reduced. A FOM of 54 is obtained for a highly optimized unit cell design with a sensitivity
Δλ/Δn=568.3 nm/RIU and a linewidth δλ=10.6 nm. Numerical modeling show that
the sensitivity for a similar structure can be as high as 760 nm/RIU, which was partly
confirmed by yielding a maximum of 704 nm/RIU experimentally.

A loss mechanism that remains to be addressed is the material loss. One way to reduce
the material loss is simply to anneal the samples. Annealing increases the average grain size
to reduce the number of grain boundaries in the SRR, and reduces the surface roughness.
Chen et al. [96] demonstrated a linewidth improvement for square gold nanoantennas but
also stressed that the results were highly dependent on the particle size, and aspect ratio.
Systematic annealing tests using a rapid thermal annealling in the temperature range 200-
400 ◦C did not show any significant improvement. Small improvements on the order of 10%
were observed when annealing at 350 ◦C for 1 min but the results were not reproducible
and for the majority of samples the linewidth increased. This confirms the observations
of Chen et al.. Annealing was therefore generally not applied in the fabrication.

The sensor potential of the first higher order mode was also investigated. The linewidth
may be slightly better than the ground mode but the field overlap into the cladding ma-
terial is smaller, whereby the sensitivity is significantly reduced to about 370 nm/RIU
based on experiments. Adding to the sometimes deform/asymmetric resonance (see Ap-
pendix A.5, Fig. 3), the ground mode was preferred for sensing purposes.

According to ”Paper III”, the sensitivity can be enhanced by increasing the height of
the structures, since the height and f are somewhat proportional. Structures with hAu >
90 nm were fabricated but any sensitivity enhancement was outweighed by additional
inhomogeneous broadening. The results could indicate that the limits have been reached
for this particular choice of materials, SRR design, and fabrication process.

The detection limit Δnmin was not experimentally tested but for Δλ/Δn=568.3 nm/RIU
and δλ=10.6 nm, we estimate that Δλ=0.5-1 nm should be detectable with the current
setup. This would yield Δnmin ∼ 1×10−3, which is factor of 104-105 larger than LSPR
or interferometer based techniques [8]. The accuracy of the measurement setup can be
improved by reducing the transduction losses. Still, vast improvement for localized surface
plasmons based sensors is needed to present a competitive sensing platform. Losses have
to be addressed by careful design and material choices [78], and then sensitivity must be
significantly enhanced [97].

If the detection limit of these SRR sensors is sufficient for a particular application,
the structure provides some advantages over state-of-the-art refractometric sensors such
as LRSPR sensors and Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Its simplicity reduces the number
of processing steps and imprinting techniques such as nanoimprint lithography, can be
applied to significantly reduce the fabrication cost. However, imprinting is expected to
introduce additional inhomogeneous broadening lowering the overall performance. For LR-
SPR sensor and Mach-Zehnder interferometers, additional optical components are needed
for for in- and/or out-coupling of light (beam expanders/lenses/prisms), polarizers for
polarization control, collimators, and careful alignment either to obtain accurate angle
control (LRSPR) or to avoid large losses (MZI). The advantage of SRR sensors is that no
aligning is needed neither regarding the in-coupling of the light nor the excitation angle
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since excitation at oblique angles is possible [98]. If every second SRR is rotated 90◦,
the sample becomes polarization independent [54]. However, such a structure reduces the
FOM by a factor of three compared to the best case scenario (Appendix A.5, Fig. 3). If
the in- and output fiber are close to the sample, and fibers with large core diameters are
used to minimize beam divergence, collimators may not be necessary. Since the samples
are typically 2×2 mm2, the light beam does not require focusing either. A sensing device
can therefore be made that does not require any additional optical components but only
a broadband light source, a photodetector, and two fibers.

6.2.5 Conclusion & outlook

The limitations of metamaterial localized resonance sensors have been investigated theo-
retically and experimentally. Gold split-ring resonators have been employed as the model
system yielding a figure-of-merit of up to 54. The high quality factor has been accom-
plished through the unit cell design by reducing the SRR-SRR coupling losses and the
radiation damping. The measured values are comparable to the quasi-static predictions of
Eq. (6.3), suggesting incremental improvements beyond this point. Equation (6.3) shows
that the performance of localized plasmon based sensors scales with the material loss of
the metal. Attempts have been made to reduce losses [96] or compensate for the losses
using gain material [64]. However, with present knowledge, localized plasmonic resonance
sensors do not appear as a competitive refractometric sensing platform based on FOM
and detection limit [8]. However, for applications that only require a moderate detection
limit, the SRR based sensor presents a simple, cheap alternative that does not require a
complicated measurement architecture of external optical components.

Nevertheless, localized plasmonic resonances might still be useful in hybrid sensor
systems such as the one demonstrated by Kabashin et al. [99]. Kabashin et al. used a
closely spaced nanorod array supporting propagating and localized plasmons to achieve
a FOM of 330. The structure have comparable merits to a pure LRSP device with the
same setup requirements but with the advantage of a larger surface array making it more
sensitive to actual biological samples.
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Conclusion

A near-field superlens was fabricated consisting of a thin silver slab sandwiched between
a spacer layer, mr-I T85, and a photoresist, mr-UVL 6000. Superlensing was demon-
strated using a photolithographic read-out scheme where a 80 nm half-pitch gratings of
a chrome/glass shadow mask was transferred into height modulations of the resist. By
using light with a vacuum wavelength of 365 nm, the obtained resolution is below the
diffaction limit, which is approximately 120 nm for the given wavelength and materials.
The resolution is comparable to the results of Fang et al. [1] and Melville et al. [49] but
somewhat below recent advances in the field (30 nm half-pitch [4]). However, the mr-I
T85 spacer material makes the superlens stack more suitable for later integration into a
remote, non-invasive sensing platform. Nevertheless, this project indicates that the actual
integration process will be very challenging due to the extreme fabrication tolerances in
terms of layer roughness and thickness. Furthermore, the lens material silver degrades
quickly in a ambient atmosphere due to oxidation, which increases its overall loss and
thereby reduces its lens performance. Unfortunately, there seems to be no apparent ma-
terial alternative that combines excitation of surface plasmons with low loss at terahertz
frequencies required for the superlens to outperform conventional optical lenses where the
state-of-the-art resolution limit is around 200 nm. Using silver, the ultrathin spacer layers
have to be excellent barriers for any atmospheric substance that can potentially degrade
the lens. We do not expect that the mr-I T85 used here, provides a sufficient oxygen
barrier for a 40 nm thick layer nor that is will be easy finding a suitable spacer material
that fulfills all criteria. That is also why there is a vast interest in finding/developing new
low-loss plasmonic materials to replace the silver [78] and/or spacer material.

For imaging of arbitrary structures that requires amplification of a broad band of spa-
tial frequencies, the permittivity and permeability must be negative simultaneously. This
has been reported in fishnet structures with gain material to compensate the large material
loss [64] but whether it can be for sub-diffraction imaging still needs to be demonstrated.
Furthermore, to obtain 1:1 imaging it is necessary that the optical transfer function is
relative flat for the all the relevant spatial frequencies [100]. If not, such as in the vicinity
of the surface plasmon frequency, some frequencies will be over-represented in the image
plane, which will degrade the image.
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In the second part of the Ph.D. work nanoscale gold split-ring resonators were employed
as a model system to investigate the potential of localized plasmonic refractometric sensors.
The SRRs were fabricated by electron beam lithography and characterized via far-field
transmission measurements. Prior to optimizing the sensor design, the influence of two
commonly used adhesion layers, titanium and indium tin oxide, was investigated in terms
of spectral position and quality factor. The results showed a vast difference in the optical
quality between the two materials. An extended circuit model describing the ground mode
resonance was also developed and empirically verified through fluidic tuning experiments.
The extended model distinguishes itself by describing the resonance position as a function
of all geometrical parameters and host materials without altering the equation complexity
significantly. This ensures that the simple scaling description of the original circuit model
is maintained.

For highly optimized SRR structures a figure-of-merit of 54 was achieved for the ground
mode resonance. The high figure-of-merit was accomplished by addressing two of the loss
mechanisms: radiation damping and SRR-SRR coupling losses. This was done through
the unit cell design consisting of high loss bright elements and low loss dark elements.
The results are superior compared to other localized metamaterial structures [101, 102].
According to quasi-static predictions the performance of localized plasmonic based sensors
scales with the material loss of the metal, and only incremental improvements are expected
beyond this point. The material losses of the gold was not specifically addressed in the
investigation here but attempts have been made in literature to reduce or compensate for
these intrinsic losses [96, 64].

By combining the resonance linewidth and the spectral resolution of the measurement
setup, a detection limit of 1×10−3 RIU was estimated. This is factor of 104-105 larger than
for state-of-the-art refractomeric sensors [8]. Hence, vast improvement are required for this
sensing platform to represent a real alternative to e.g. LRSP sensors and interferometers,
which with present knowledge seems unlikely. However, a recent direct comparison of
localized and propagating plasmon sensors by Svedendahl et al. [103], reveal similar per-
formance in an actual biosensing experiment, despite a much larger sensitivity and FOM
of the latter. They explain the results by a better utilization of the bulk sensitivity for
localized plasmonic sensors. This is in agreement with observations by Kabashin et al. [99]
seeing the localized sensors as more biosensitive.

Some of the advantages of the SRR sensors studied here include their fabrication
simplicity, their cost (when imprint techniques are used), and that they do not require
extensive use of external optical components, which makes them suitable for portable
devices. Whether localized plasmonic sensors will mature as a sensing platform is specu-
lative. However, their large biosensitivity is undoubtedly useful in hybrid sensor systems
such as the one proposed by Kabashin et al. [99].
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Abstract: A thin metal film near-field superlens, as originally suggested
by Pendry and realized by Fang et al. and Melville et al., is investigated
with emphasis on materials suitable for integration on a lab-on-a-chip
platform. A chemically resistant cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC), mr-I-T85
from microresist technology, is applied as dielectric matrix/spacer for an Ag
thin film superlens. The superlens successfully resolves 80 nm half-pitch
gratings when illuminated with UV radiation at a free space wavelength of
365 nm. The superlens design, fabrication and characterization is discussed.
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1. Introduction

The diffraction limit is traditionally considered to impose a fundamental obstacle for optical
imaging of nanometer scale objects and macro-molecules. The emergence of metamaterial con-
cepts is challenging this classical prejudice [1] — in particular, the superlens, as originally pro-
posed by Pendry [2]. A flat silver slab interfaced with a dielectric layer that has a matching
real part of the relative permittivity (εmetal = −εdielectric) can serve as a superlens in the UV to
IR region. Such a lens can image objects in the near-field below the classical diffraction limit.
As an example Fang et al. [3] demonstrated near-field imaging resolving 60 nm features us-
ing UV radiation at a vacuum wavelength of 365 nm. Fang’s superlens structure consisted of
a quartz wafer, a focused ion beam (FIB) written grating pattern in a 50 nm Cr film, a 40 nm
polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) spacer layer, a 35 nm thick Ag film, and finally 100 nm of
the negative photoresist NFR105G. The image of the grating structures was recorded in the
photoresist by UV-exposure - at wavelength 365 nm - through the grating and the thin film su-
perlens, see Fig. 1. The exposure took place using a standard I-line aligner and they managed
to resolve 60 nm half-pitch (Λ) gratings corresponding to features of the order λ/6. Almost
simultaneously Melville et al. [4] demonstrated near-field superlensing by employing the same
lithography readout mechanism.

These investigations have focused on demonstrating the sub-wavelength imaging capabilities
and exploring their fundamental nature rather than actual applications of such devices. The non-
invasive nature of optical probing is inherently attractive in biotechnology and lab-on-a-chip.
One such application could be spatial translation of localized electromagnetic fields, also known
as ”hot spots” [5] for enhanced flourescence microscopy. Hot spots are produced by metal
nanoantennas and can be used in sensing applications including surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering (SERS) and enhanced fluorescence microscopy [6]. The field enhancement is inversely
proportional to the distance between the nanoantennas and the fluorophores. Direct contact,
however, might result in undesirable structural or functional changes of the biomolecules [7]
such as the denaturation of proteins [8, 9]. This can be avoided by using a Ag near-field su-
perlens to transfer the ”image” of the hot spots to the biomolecules, thereby enabling a spatial
distance between the nanoanteannas and the molecules. In this way chemical interaction, be-
tween the biomolecules and the antenna is suppressed. This motivates our investigations of
superlens concepts in lab-on-a-chip systems, reported in this paper. We therefore consider the
choice of materials, which should be compatible with the down-stream micro-fabrication steps,
required to integrate the superlens with micro and nanofluidic components in a lab-on-a-chip.

In comparison to Fang’s device [3], we have replaced PMMA by a likewise biocompati-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Near-field superlens design using UV-lithography readout. (a) Exposure of negative
photoresist through the quartz/Cr mask and the Ag superlens of a grating pattern with
period 2Λ. (b) AFM scan of the exposed and developed photoresist.
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Fig. 2. Finite element simulation of the intensity-distribution (
∣∣E∣∣/∣∣E0

∣∣)2 for six grating
periods illuminated by 365 nm radiation. The grating has a half-pitch of 80 nm.

ble, but highly chemical resistant cyclic-olefin copolymer (COC) called mr-I T85. The rela-
tive permittivity of mr-I T85 is εT85 = 2.415 at 365 nm and thereby matches the value of
silver (εAg = −2.401) better than that of PMMA (εPMMA = 2.301). Compared to PMMA,
COC based materials are more heat resistant, have a lower water absorption, and are more
chemically resistant [10, 11]. COC materials have demonstrated superior transmission in the
UV region [10], thereby enabling absorption measurements in lab-on-a-chip systems at λ=254
nm [12]. These combined properties make COC materials far more suitable than PMMA for
lab-on-a-chip applications. Due to the well matching permittivities of silver and mr-I T85, mr-I
T85 was preferred compared to common dielectrics such as SiO2 (εSiO2 = 2.25 [4]) or Al2O3
(εAl2O3 = 3.217 [13]).

In addition are a different photoresist, the mr-UVL 6000 (εmr6000 = 2.719) and the patterns
are e-beam written instead of FIB written. Furthermore, the chrome pattern is embedded into
the quartz wafer to ease the planarization process. In the following, the design considerations
and fabrication issues are discussed together with the optical performance of the COC based
superlens devices.

2. Design considerations

To support our design of the grating structure we take advantage of full-wave simulations of the
transmitted field. We employ a commercially available finite-element method (Comsol Multi-
physics) which solves the wave equation, Eq. 1

∇×∇×E =
ω2

c2 εE, (1)

with an incident electrical field E0 polarized perpendicular to the grading lines. The system is
depicted in Fig. 2 where we apply perfectly-matched layers (PMLs) for the horizontal domain
boundaries while periodic boundary conditions are employed for the vertical domain bound-
aries. The figure shows the intensity-distribution (

∣∣E∣∣/∣∣E0
∣∣)2 for 365 nm radiation normally

incident on a half-pitch of Λ=80 nm. For the material properties we employ n = 1.475 for the
quartz, n = 1.40+ i3.25 for Cr, n = 0.407+ i4.43 for Al, n = 1.554 for mr-I T85 corresponding
to ε = 2.415, ε = −2.401 + i0.2488, and n = 1.649 for mr-UVL 6000. The different length
scales correspond to those of the fabricated structure, as discussed in the fabrication section.

In Fig. 2, the intensity distribution shows six ”peaks” that can be associated with the six
windows in the chrome mask. If the peaks are given an above-threshold dose, some residual
layer exposure is to be expected. In Fig. 3(a)-(c) we summarize further modeling of structures
with different grating periods, Λ=60-80 nm.
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Fig. 3. Finite-element modeling of the intensity-distribution (
∣∣E∣∣/∣∣E0

∣∣)2 above the super-
lens when illuminated through gratings of different period. To simplify the plot and ease
comparison, the mr-I T85 and the silver layers are not depicted. Panels (a)-(c) are with
Λ=60, 70, and 80 nm and a silver superlens film. Panel (d) is a reference with Λ=80 nm
where the 35 nm Ag layer has been replaced by 35 nm of mr-I T85. Panel (e) is the intensity
cross-section 15 nm into the resist as a function of the normalized position x with respect
to the grating period Λ.
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As the period increases, the six intensity peaks in the resist are gradually smeared out il-
lustrated by the slight decrease in contrast. We emphasize that for the particular design of the
grading structure, the 80 nm grating is the largest period where six individual peaks are easily
identifiable. For demonstration purposes we have thus pursued a silver superlens design which
is able to resolve features corresponding to a grating with an 80 nm half-pitch. As a control
structure, Fig. 3(d) illustrates the situation where the silver is replaced by mr-I T85. The six
peaks are visible but the contrast is poor compared to the silver superlens, see Fig. 3(e). The
high intensity peaks are positioned in front of the mask instead of the mask openings contrary
to Fig. 3(a)-(c). This indicates that without the silver film we obtain a diffraction pattern.

3. Fabrication

The fabrication, see Fig. 4, can be split into two parts: The fabrication of the mask and the
fabrication of the superlens stack. A 100 nm ZEP520A (3.6%, Zeon Corp., Tokyo, Japan) layer
is spincoated onto a 1 mm fused silica substrate. Subsequently, a 15 nm aluminium layer is
thermally deposited on top of the ZEP layer to prevent charge accumulation during the fol-
lowing electron beam lithography (EBL) step. The proximity corrected EBL exposure is done
with a 100 kV JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL tool (120 μC/cm2 dose, 0.6 nA current, 4 nm spot-
size). The pattern consists of 30×30 μm areas of 70-120 nm half-pitch gratings and 30-150
nm isolated lines. The aluminium layer is removed in 1 min of undiluted MF-322 (Rohm and
Haas, Coventry, UK) and the positive ZEP resist is developed 1 min in ZED-N50 (Zeon Corp.)
developer followed by an IPA rinse. Then a brief descum process (asher, 5 min, 70 sccm O2,
70 sccm N2, 150 W) is carried out to remove any residual resist. Subsequently, a reactive ion
etching (RIE, 1 min 40 s, 24 sccm CF4, 42 sccm CHF3, 24 W, 16 mTorr) process is used to
etch 50 nm into the glass. 50 nm Cr is then embedded into the fused silica by electron beam
deposition and the wafer is immersed into Remover 1165 (Rohm and Haas) with ultrasound for
2 hours, which dissolves the ZEP layer. Embedding the Cr mask ensures a more even surface
and thereby simplifies the later planarization process. The wafer is placed in a HMDS-oven and
1.5 μm of positive photoresist AZ5214e is spincoated on. The wafer is exposed in an I-line
aligner with a dose of 70 mJ/cm2 through a mask with 20×20 μm windows and subsequently
developed. A 50 nm Al cover is thermally deposited to block all light that does not go through
the quartz/chrome mask from reaching the mr-UVL 6000 layer. This is to minimize waveguid-
ing in the photoresist during the exposure. The AZ5214e layer is removed in acetone, which
marks the conclusion of the mask structure, see Fig. 5.

The height of the Al layer is then measured by AFM. The next step is the superlens stack,
which consists of a 40 nm mr-I T85 planarization layer, a 35 nm Ag layer and 70 nm mr-
UVL 6000. The thickness of the mr-UVL 6000 is chosen to minimize waveguiding within the
resist. First 300 nm mr-I T85 is spincoated onto the wafer, etched in the RIE (2 min, 20 sccm
O2, 99 sccm N2, 20 W), given a 1 min oxygen plasma (asher) to planarize the surface and to
reflow the mr-I T85. The thickness of the mr-I T85 layer is measured by ellipsometry and the
profile across the mask areas is measured. By combining this information with the height of
the aluminium layer and the etch rate, the remaining etch time can be estimated. The wafer is
RIE etched again and given 1 min oxygen plasma. The thickness is measured by ellipsometry
to 40 nm±2.5 nm and the roughness Rq over a 5×5 μm area is 0.5 nm. Then 35 nm of Ag is
deposited by e-beam deposition at a rate of 1.5 Å/s and 70 nm of mr-UVL 6000 is spincoated
on top. The Rq roughness of the Ag layer is 0.8 nm, see Fig. 6. Spincoating of mr-UVL 6000
concludes the fabrication process.
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the processflow. (1) Quartz wafer. (2) Spincoat of ZEP520A
and deposition of Al. (3) EBL exposure. (4) Development. (5) RIE etch quartz. (6) Depo-
sition of Cr. (7) Removal of ZEP520A. (8) UV-lithography of AZ5214e. (9) Development.
(10) Al deposition. (11) Lift-off. (12) Spincoat mr-I T85. (13) RIE etch mr-I T85. (14) Ag
deposition. (15) Spincoat mr-UVL 6000.
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Fig. 5. SEM image of the 20×20 μm opening in the Al layer to the 80 nm half-pitch
quartz/chrome gratings.

4. Results

The fabricated superlens devices were optically characterized by I-line (365 nm) UV flood
exposure in a contact aligner applying a dose of 750 mJ/cm2. After exposure, the mr-UVL
6000 was given a post exposure bake at 120◦C for 5 min followed by a 50 s development step
in Propylene Glycol Methyl Ether Acetate (PGMEA). The exposed and developed structures
were then characterized by AFM, see Fig. 7. To verify that the periodic structure was indeed
due to a superlensing effect, a control wafer was made where the silver layer was replaced by
mr-I T85. This gives the same distance between the mask and the resist, but without the silver
it should not be possible to reproduce the grating structure in the photoresist. The result can be
seen in Fig. 7(b).

As seen in Fig. 7(a) and (c), the 80 nm half-pitch gratings are well reproduced in the photore-
sist. The image of the gratings is clearly of a lower quality than the original mask, see Fig. 6(a).
This could indicate that the superlens was unable to restore all the Fourier components e.g. fast
decaying high order components. Furthermore, photolithography represents an indirect and far
from ideal readout mechanism of the incident light intensity where the resist’s dose-response
curve acts as the transfer function from the light intensity to the exposed resist. Additionally,
the surface roughness of the silver has a large effect on the resolution and thereby image quality.
The peak to valley distance in the AFM scan is only around 1 nm. Several factors may have
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Fig. 6. The fabricated near-field superlens. AFM micrographs and surface profiler scans
after different process steps: (a) Cr mask with 80 nm half-pitch on glass substrate. (b) Spin-
coating and back-etch of 40 nm thick mr-I T85 film, which serves as dielectic matrix/spacer.
A surface roughness Rq below 0.5 nm is achieved. (c) 35 nm Ag film, with a Rq below 0.9
nm.

contributed to this. AFM tip convolution can result in shallower valleys since the tip has a finite
size and taper. A large contribution can also be ascribed to the residual layer exposure, which
can be clearly seen in the simulations, see Fig. 2.

From the simulations it is expected that more than half of the resist height is a result of resid-
ual layer exposure assuming that the threshold of the resist is reached at half maximum of the
intensity. Other factors relate to the chemical processes occurring in the resist during exposure,
baking and development. Out of the different grating sizes, the 80 nm half-pitch gratings are
the easiest to identify. Pattern defects are caused by height variations of the mr-I T85 layer
and areas of higher surface roughness. For the 70 nm gratings the Ag roughness might be too
large for the gratings to be properly resolved since there is an inverse proportionality between
resolution and surface roughness [14, 15, 16]. The control wafer with 75 nm mr-I T85 instead
of 40 nm mr-I T85 and 35 nm Ag shows no sign of image contrast, see Fig. 7(c). The missing
grating structure evidently supports that the previous results were caused by enhancement of
the evanescent field at the metal/dielectric interfaces due to surface plasmons. We measured the
dose-response curve (retention height vs. exposure dose) and have used a dose corresponding
to maximum slope on the dose curve. Although no systematic study was made, we have tested
different doses around the maximum slope point. However, we did not observe any contrast
improvements.

The evanescent wave has a characteristic decay length, Eq. 2 [15]

Z =
1

4π
1√

a−2 − ελ−2
, (2)

where a is the period and λ is the free space wavelength. In the present case we get 17 nm
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Fig. 7. (a) 8×8 μm AFM scan of the recorded image of 80 nm half-pitch gratings in the
mr-UVL 6000 resist. The exposure was done through the Ag superlens. (b) 8×8 μm AFM
scan of the obtained image of 80 nm half-pitch gratings in the resist where the Ag layer
was replaced with mr-I T85. (c) Height scan of the images (a) and (b).
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so that the field intensity is reduced to 1/e = 0.37 of its original value within the first 17 nm
beyond the mask. After 75 nm the intensity of the evanescent wave is therefore expected to be
minor. An advantage of embedding the structure is that a single mr-I T85 layer can be used
for planarization but also that the dielectric planarization layer can be reduced in thickness.
According to Lee et al. [15], a thinner spacer layer than the 40 nm would drastically increase
the transmissivity of evanescent waves. Initial tests have shown that the mr-I T85 thickness
can be reduced below 40 nm without compromising the surface roughness. 30 nm spacer lay-
ers should be possible, which should improve the quality of the recorded image significantly.
Recent developments in Ag deposition can further improve the image quality [17].

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated superlensing by reproducing a 80 nm half-pitch grating structure in a
negative photoresist using 365 nm vacuum wavelength UV radiation. The results were sup-
ported by finite-element modeling of the field-distribution in the resist. With the current mate-
rials the superlens is suitable for integration in nanofluidic systems but further optimization and
initial tests on arbitrary objects should be carried out in advance.

The integrated silver superlens will provide all the advantages of surface enhanced spec-
troscopy without having the sample molecules in the vicinity of the metal surfaces causing the
field enhancement. As examples, the microfluidic device with integrated thin film superlens and
plasmonic nanoantennas, will enable field enhanced remote probing of biomolecules without
pertubing the electrochemical environment of the suspended biomolecules. The lab-on-a-chip
with integrated superlens therefore has high potential impact on chip based protein detection,
where the remoteness of lens and nanoantennas may prevent undesirable structural or functional
changes of the biomolecules such as the denaturation of proteins.
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We investigate the capacitance tuning of nanoscale split-ring resonators. Based on a simple
inductor-capacitor circuit model, we derive an expression, where the inductance is proportional to
the area while the capacitance reflects the aspect ratio of the slit. The resonance frequency may thus
be tuned by the slit aspect ratio leaving the area, the lattice constant �, and nearest-neighbor
coupling in periodic structures invariant. Experimental data follow the predictions of the simple
LC-model. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3263191�

Metamaterials are artificially structured electromagnetic
materials with exceptional optical properties inherited from
the structure of the subwavelength, mesoscopic unit-cell. By
carefully designing the unit-cell, materials can be facilitated
with a negative effective index supporting negative refrac-
tion of incident waves.1 The realization of negative-index
media combines structures supporting a negative permittivity
�eff as well as a negative permeability �eff. While the plas-
monic response of metals already supports the former at op-
tical frequencies, there is a call for geometries also support-
ing an artificial negative magnetic response. Cut-wires,2

“fish-net” structures,3 and particularly different types of split-
ring resonator geometries4–6 are central in this context.

Since the seminal work by Pendry et al.,7 artificial mag-
netism has been demonstrated at yet higher frequencies.8 Re-
cently, split-ring resonators �SRR� have been realized at tera-
hertz frequencies,4,9 near-infrared, and visible
frequencies.6,10 Scaling properties and coupling effects have
been subject to numerous theoretical, numerical, and experi-
mental studies.11–16

The strong analogy with inductor-capacitor �LC� circuits
has motivated substantial efforts in establishing simple cir-
cuit models, allowing for an estimate of the resonance fre-
quency

�0 � 1/�LC , �1�

in terms of geometrical parameters of the SRR structure, see,
e.g., Refs. 14 and 16 and references therein. In particular, a
linear scaling of the structure causes a simple scaling of the
resonance frequency �Eq. �1��, which is inversely propor-
tional to the scale factor.17 The concept of scaling applies as
long as the metal can be perceived as an ideal metal. Devia-
tions of linear scaling have been observed at optical
frequencies.10 At lower frequencies the kinetic inductance of
the electrons may be neglected and the artificial magnetic
response has a purely geometrical origin.18 The capacitive
response of the SRRs has also been investigated by applying
a voltage across the SRRs.19,20

In this letter we consider single-slit SRRs and emphasize
how the inductance L mainly probes the area ��� of the

SRR, while the capacitance C relates to the slit dimension.
Obviously, the latter property allows tuning of the frequency,
while leaving the area, the lattice constant �, and nearest-
neighbor coupling in periodic structures invariant.

We apply a simple model of the scaling for the reso-
nance frequency with the slit aspect-ratio d /w. Predictions
are confirmed by measurements on a large range of SRR
samples fabricated by electron-beam lithography �EBL�.

In the simplest approach, the SRR geometry in Fig. 1
resembles a plate capacitor with capacitance C=�0wh /d,
where h is the metal-film thickness, d is the slit width, and w
is the slit length.

Inductance wise, the SRR geometry mimics a single-
loop coil with inductance L=�0�1 /h�2�����h, where ���
is the area of the coil. This yields a resonance frequency14

�0 =
c

�
� d

w
, �2�

where c=1 /��0�0.
To assess this simple model we have prepared eight

samples with arrays of SRR, see Fig. 2, each covering an
area of 2 mm�2 mm. The transmission is measured using
a 1 mm diameter laser spot, thus effectively probing an en-
semble of 108–109 SRRs.

In fabrication, a 100 nm thick layer of EBL resist,
ZEP520A �3.6%, Zeon Corp., Tokyo, Japan� is spincoated
onto a 1 mm fused silica substrate. A 15 nm aluminum layer
is thermally deposited on top of the ZEP layer to prevent
charge accumulation during EBL. The proximity corrected
EBL exposure is performed with a 100 kV JEOL JBX-

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
anders@mailaps.org.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic drawing of the SRR design, indicating
central geometrical parameters as well as the polarization configuration of
the excitation.
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9300FS EBL tool �200 �C /cm2 dose, 2 nA current, and 6
nm spotsize�. The aluminum layer is then removed in MF-
322 �Rohm and Haas, Coventry, U.K.� and the positive ZEP
resist is developed in ZED-N50 �Zeon Corp.� developer. A
brief O2 plasma descum process is applied to remove re-
sidual resist before 5 nm Ti/30 nm Au is deposited by elec-
tron beam deposition. The final lift-off is performed by using
Remover 1165 �Rohm and Haas� in an ultrasound bath.

Figure 3 shows normal-incidence transmittance spectra
for four samples with the polarization given in Fig. 1. The
spectra show a resonance shift toward shorter wavelengths,
hence larger frequencies ��0=2	c /�0� as a function of as-

pect ratio d /w. This is in good agreement with the predic-
tions of Eq. �2�.

In Fig. 4 we compare the measurements to our model.
For a clearer confirmation of the scaling with the slit-aspect
ratio d /w, we rewrite Eq. �2� as

�k0��2 =
d

w
, �3�

using �0=2	 /k0. Thus giving a linear relationship between
the free-space wave number, k0, and the slit aspect ration,
d /w. Clearly, the experimental data confirms this scaling.
Within the measurement uncertainties we even find quantita-
tive agreement with our simple model.

In conclusion, we have fabricated metamaterials consist-
ing of periodic arrays of subwavelength, nanoscale SRR. The
structures offer an artificial magnetic response around 1400
nm wavelength. Our key observation is that the capacitance
of SRR may be tuned by simple geometrical means without
affecting the inductance significantly. This allows for fre-
quency scaling without changing the over-all scale of the
SRR and/or the lattice constant of the periodic lattice of
SRRs.
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This work was financially supported by The Danish Research
Council for Technology and Production Sciences �Grant No.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Measured normal incidence transmittance spectra for
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FIG. 4. Plot of �k0��2 vs d /w. The corresponding SRR dimensions are listed
in the table. The solid line shows Eq. �3� without any free parameters. The
x-error bars represent the standard deviation �SD� of ten individual measure-
ments of w and d added together. The y-error bars is the 1 nm spectral
resolution of the Ando AQ-6315E optical spectrum analyzer added to the SD
of ten measurements of the length �.
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We present an expanded LC-model for nanoscale split-ring resonators (SRR), including the influence of
dielectric host materials. The LC-model is experimentally verified by changing the geometry of the SRR unit
cell as well as by optofluidic tuning, where the SRR samples are covered with index oil. The extended model
can be used as a general guideline for metal SRR structures with arbitrary dielectric host materials.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Metamaterials are artificially structured materials with exception-
al optical properties inherited from the structure of the sub-
wavelength,mesoscopic unit-cell. Designing negative-indexmaterials
with as well as negative permeability μ is one of the promising
aspects of metamaterials. However, the validity of assigning effective
material parameters depends largely on the given structure and
frequency [1]. Since a negative electric response is common in metals
at e.g. optical frequencies the search has primarily focused on
designing structures with a negative magnetic response. Different
types of split-ring resonator (SRR) geometries [2–4] are particularly
central in this context and have been realized at Terahertz [2,5] to
visible frequencies [4,6].

The analogy with inductor–capacitor (LC) circuits has motivated
considerable efforts in establishing simple circuit models, allowing for
an estimate of the resonance frequency ω0 ≃ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p
in terms of

geometrical parameters of the split-ring resonator structure, see. e.g.
Refs. [7–9] and references therein. The LC-model has proven to be a
good approximation as long as the coupling response of the SRR array
is small compared to the response of a single SRR, hence the period Λ
has to be sufficiently large [10]. Tuning of the resonance has been
accomplished by scaling of a single geometrical dimension [11,12],
linear scaling of all SRR dimensions [6,13], and finally by altering the
cladding [12,14].

2. Theory and modelling

In this letter we expand the LC-model of the SRRs to account for
the surroundings. The model is thoroughly tested by changing the
cladding material, thereby tuning the resonance frequency. The
expanded model can be used for tuning purposes and as a general
design guideline for SRR metal structures with arbitrary dielectric
host materials. We have previously treated the conventional case of
gold SRRs on a glass substrate with the cladding being air and
experimentally verified an expression, ω ≃ c = lð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d=wp

, see Fig. 1, for
the resonance behavior based on a LC-model [9].

Here, l is the side length, d is the slit width, and w is the slit length.
To account for changing cladding material an effective permittivity
has to be included in the expression, see Eq. (1)

ω =
Sffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εeff

p c
l

ffiffiffi
d
w

r
; εeff = f �clad + 1−fð Þ�sub ð1Þ

where S is a geometry dependent, dimensionless number, and c is the
speed of light in vaccum. Here, f is the concentration factor which
measures the fraction of electric field energy located inside the
cladding medium with dielectric function �clad. Likewise, 1− f gives
the fraction of electric field energy located inside the substrate
medium with dielectric function �sub, thus implicitly assuming that
the electric field is zero inside the metal. We interpret f as a
geometrical correction to the plate-capacitor model, while S corrects
the inductance from that of a simple single-turn loop with area l × l.
The concentration factor f is extracted from experiments if the electric
field distribution is only weakly perturbed by changing �clad. This is
done by covering the SRR structures with liquids of different dielectric
constant, and probing the resonance frequency ω. The fluidic tuning
leaves all other parameters invariant. Subsequently, S is obtained by
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inserting f and ω into Eq. (1). In this approach, we assume that the
cladding dielectric function changes by Δϵ, whereby ϵclad can be
written as ϵclad=ϵair+Δϵ.

Our hypothesis is that the geometrical factors f and S are constant
for SRRs where the overall geometry remains unchanged. Small
dimensional variations of d/w and l should therefore not have an
impact on f and S (Eq. (1)). The hypothesis is tested by numerical
calculations using CST Microwave Studio [15]. For constant h=30 nm
and l=200 nm, d/w=0.8–1.1 yields f=0.56–0.57. Keeping d/w and
h constant, l=190–210 nm gives f=0.56–0.57. Hence, small geo-
metrical variations of d/w or l leads to ∼2% variation in f, and even less
variation for S. The small perturbations of the geometrical constants f
and S support our hypothesis.

3. Fabrication

To experimentally assess the LC-model, 15 samples were prepared
with 2 mm by 2 mm arrays of split-ring resonators, see Fig. 2. All SRRs
had the same overall single-slit shape but the individual dimensions
were altered in the range d/w=0.75–1.15, l=150–210 nm, and
h=35–95 nm, thereby enabling a vast parameter space. In the initial
phase, 8 samples with Λ=330–660 nm were considered to explore
the coupling dependent broadening of the resonance. The transmis-
sion spectra were obtained using a 1 mm diameter laser spot, thus
probing 106–107 SRRs and thereby ensuring a constant inhomoge-
neous broadening. The results are given in Table 1.

For Λ=660 nm it was impossible to determine an accurate FWHM
due to the low signal amplitude. Table 1 shows, that the broadening is
nearly constant for Λ=440–550 nm, indicating a vanishing coupling
dependence of the resonance. By combining these results with the

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the split-ring resonator design, indicating central
geometrical parameters as well as the polarization configuration of the excitation,
which is at normal incidence. The split-ring resonator is covered with index oil.

Fig. 2. Micrograph of a SRR array with pitch Λ=500 nm. This sample has l = 200nm,
w=93 nm, d=98 nm, and h=95 nm.

Table 1
Resonance wavelength λ and FWHM measured on 8 samples with periods Λ=330–
660 nm. For Λ=660 nm it was impossible to determine an accurate FWHM due to the
low signal amplitude.

Sample Λ [nm] λ [nm] FWHM [nm]

1 330 1351 343
2 330 1405 305
3 440 1407 252
4 440 1409 253
5 550 1445 250
6 550 1354 239
7 660 1287 –

8 660 1467 –

Fig. 3. Fluidic tuning of the SRRs by changing the dielectric constant of the cladding
material ϵclad from 1.96 to 2.56. The spectra were obtained using a supercontinuum
light source (SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC) and an optical spectrum analyzer (Ando
AQ-6315E). The spectra are normalized using a reference spectrum of the underlying
fused silica substrate.

Fig. 4. The measured resonance frequency as a function of cladding tuning. (a) Three
samples with constant h=35 nm. Sample 1 has (d,w,l)=(82,83,199), sample 2 has
(90,98,201), and sample 3 has (92,109,207). The red line is Eq. (1) with f=0.55 and
S=1.18, which is the average values from the experimental data. (b) Three samples
with h=55–95 nm, l = 200–205nm, w=80–93 nm, and d=91–93 nm. The red lines
are Eq. (1) with f=0.57–0.60 and S=1.24–1.27. The x-error bars are the uncertainty of
the dielectric constant of the cladding material and substrate material. The y-error bars
are the 10 nm spectral resolution of the Ando AQ-6315E Optical Spectrum Analyzer.
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trade-off between coupling and signal amplitude, Λ=500 nm was
chosen for the remaining work. The choice was further supported by
polarization conversion measurements on samples with two perpen-
dicular orientations of the SRRs showing a stagnating signal amplitude
around Λ=450–500 nm. The conclusion is therefore that for
Λ=500 nm coupling effects may safely be ignored and the LC-
model of a single isolated resonator can be applied.

Fabrication wise, a 100–180 nm thick layer of EBL resist, ZEP520A
(3.6%, Zeon Corp., Tokyo, Japan) is spin coated onto a 1 mm thick fused
silica substrate. A 15 nm aluminium layer is thermally deposited on
top of the zep layer to prevent charge accumulation during EBL. The
proximity corrected EBL exposure is performed with a 100 kV JEOL
JBX-9300FS EBL tool (200 μC/cm2 dose, 2 nA current, and 6 nm spot
size). The aluminium layer is then removed in MF-322 (Rohm and
Haas, Coventry, UK) and the positive ZEP resist is developed in ZED-
N50 (Zeon Corp.) developer. A brief O2 plasma descum process is
applied to remove the residual resist before 5 nm Ti/30–90 nm Au is
deposited by electron beam deposition. The final lift-off is performed
by using Remover 1165 (Rohm and Haas) in an ultrasound bath.

4. Results

Fig. 3 illustrates the resonance shift when changing ϵclad=1.96–
2.56 by covering a SRR sample with index oil. In Fig. 4(a) the
experimental tuning data of three samples with a constant height
h=35 nm is compared to our LC-model through Eq. (1). Using an
average value of the concentration factor f=0.55 and S=1.18 based
on the experimental data, there is an excellent agreement between
the measurements and the model. Supporting CST modelling yields
f=0.57. As demonstrated previously, the concentration factor f is
independent of the geometrical parameters of Eq. (1). However, there
is an expected dependence of f on the height h since for increasing h,
the portion of the E-field situated in the cladding material should in-
crease relative to the portion of the E-field in the substrate [8]. Fig. 4(b)
illustrates resonance data for different heights h=55–95 nm yielding
f=0.57–0.60 and S=1.24–1.27. CST simulations yield f=0.58–0.65,
which as for the previous results is a small overestimate of the
experimental results. Fig. 5 sums up the cladding tuning and
geometrical scaling of the SRRs in a single kl=Sð Þ2 versus ϵeff−1×(d/w)
graph using the data in the adjacent table. A clear data collapse with a
slope α=1.03±0.007 confirms the model within a 3% error. For the
conventional substrate/cladding=glass/air scenario S/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ϵeff

p ∼1. This
leads to the simpler form k0lð Þ2=(d/w), which has been successfully
tested in a previous work [9].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have extended the LC-model such that it can be
used for changing host materials provided that the field distribution is
only slightly perturbed. The model has been thoroughly tested by
combining geometrical scaling of the SRR unit cell and tuning the
cladding material. The experimental findings have been supported by
3D numerical modelling. The extended LC-model has thus been
verified as a design tool for SRRs in future integrated nanophotonic
devices. We would like to promote the results of this paper as a first
step towards amethod for optical sensing using SRR structures. Future
efforts should address ways to improve the resonance linewidth.
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- -
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Legend

λ

Fig. 5. Plot of kl=Sð Þ2 versus d/�effw. The SRR dimensions and the resonance wavelengths λ are listed in the table. The solid line (y=1.03 x) fits the data. The x-error bars represent
the standard deviation (SD) of ten individual measurements of w, and d added together with the uncertainty on ϵeff. The y-error bars are the 10 nm spectral resolution of the Ando
AQ-6315E Optical Spectrum Analyzer added to the uncertainty on S, and the SD of ten measurements of the length l.
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Abstract

Ultra-thin adhesion layers serve a well-documented fabrication purpose while its influence on the

optical properties of gold nanostructures is often neglected. Gold split-ring resonators are fabricated

with two commonly used adhesion layers: titanium and indium tin oxide. When compared to all-

gold reference samples, a spectral shift of the ground mode resonance is observed. For the titanium

sample the spectral shift is accompanied by a resonance broadening, which is less profound for

indium tin oxide. The mutual correlation between the shift and the broadening is shown to be

qualitatively consistent with perturbative considerations.
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Split-ring resonators (SRR) are key structures within the field of metamaterials that

provide a negative magnetic response to light. SRRs’ resonating behavior have also made

them a potential candidate as refractive index sensors detecting thin polymer layers [1], Si

nanospheres in solution [2], organic monolayers [3], and DNA [4]. Although the sensitivity

of SRR based sensors is comparable to other optical sensors such as photonic crystals, see

e.g. [5–7], the major drawback of the SRRs has been the very wide resonance peak, see

e.g. [8]. Several effects contribute to the resonance broadening including internal damping

and coupling between SRRs [9]. To compensate for the losses it has been suggested to

embed the SRRs in materials with optical gain [10] and SRRs have been fabricated out of

superconducting materials [11]. The fabrication of gold nanostructures typically benefits

from adhesion promotors, though exceptions have been reported, see e.g. [12].

In this Letter, we investigate the influence of thin adhesion layers on the optical properties

of gold (Au) nanoscale split-ring resonators. Compared with an all-gold reference sample,

a vast spectral shift is observed when employing both titanium (Ti) and indium tin oxide

(ITO) adhesion layers. While the resonance linewidth remains largely unchanged for the

ITO/Au SRRs, the titanium layer significantly broadens the resonance. This indicates the

superiority of ITO adhesion layers over Ti in metal nano-optics.

If a gold SRR on a glass substrate is perceived as a reference system, the commonly used

adhesion layer can be seen as a perturbation of this system. The shift in frequency Δω and

the associated broadening ΔΓ can be estimated from perturbation theory as

Δω = −ω0

2

ε′adh − εsilica

εsilica
× f (1a)

ΔΓ = −ω0

2

ε′′adh

εsilica
× f (1b)

where ω0 is the resonance frequency of the unperturbed system, ε′adh and ε′′adh are the real

and imaginary part of the permittivity of the adhesion material, εsilica is the permittivity of

the silica substrate, and f is the fraction of optical power in the volume occupied by the

adhesion material. Obviously, Δω and ΔΓ from Eq. (1) are not fully independent quantities

ΔΓ = χΔω, χ =
ε′′adh

ε′adh − εsilica

(2)

Using a typical Ti-induced wavelength shift of Δλ=100 nm [13] and a typical value of χ∼1

(as shown later), Eq. (2) suggests a comparable narrowing of the linewidth. On the other

hand, ITO has a better optical quality and consequently χ �1 is expected.

2
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In the fabrication, a 150 nm thick layer of EBL resist, ZEP520A (Zeon Corp., Tokyo,

Japan) is spincoated onto a 1 mm thick fused silica substrate. A 15 nm aluminium layer is

thermally deposited on top of the ZEP layer to prevent charge accumulation during EBL. A

1.2×1.2 mm2 area is written with a 100 kV JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL tool (200 μC/cm2 dose,

2 nA current, 6 nm spotsize). The aluminium layer is then removed in MF-322 (Rohm and

Haas, Coventry, UK) and the positive ZEP resist is developed in ZED-N50 (Zeon Corp.)

developer. A brief O2 plasma descum process is applied to remove residual resist before

deposition of a 2-5 nm adhesion layer, Ti or ITO, and 50 nm Au. The final lift-off is

performed by using Remover 1165 (Rohm and Haas). A SEM micrograph of a fabricated

sample is shown in Fig. 1.

500 nm

FIG. 1: SEM micrograph of Au SRRs on a fused silica substrate. The structures have a sidelength

�=200 nm and a height h=50 nm, while the period is Λ=500 nm.

The results of transmission measurements for the fundamental LC-resonance at normal

incidence with a 200-300 μm spot size are given in Fig. 2.

The observed blue-shift and increased resonance magnitude, by omitting the Ti layer

(Fig. 2) is in accordance with and extends the observation of Lahiri et al. [13].

Here, a signal increase of about 20% is observed. Even more noticeable is the narrower

linewidth of 133 nm (FWHM) as opposed to 199 nm for Ti/Au, which is a 33% reduc-

tion. Applying Eq. (2) with -ε′Ti=4.0, ε′′Ti=-2.9 [14], and εsilica=2.1 yields χtheory
0.48 while

in the experiments Δω=79 THz and ΔΓ=87 THz would suggest a corresponding number

χmeasured=1.1. One might argue that ε′′Ti=-2.9 denotes the bulk value and that the loss

would be even higher for a 5 nm layer [15]. If we speculate that the loss is doubled we get

3
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FIG. 2: Transmission spectra for samples with and without a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer measured at

normal incidence. The spot size is 80 μm. The spectra were obtained at normal incidence using

a supercontinuum light source (SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC) and an optical spectrum analyzer

(Ando AQ-6315E).

χtheory=0.96, which is very close to the measured value.

For ITO, Fig. 3 shows an even larger spectral shift (Δω=169 THz). However, most

remarkably the resonance remains unbroadened within our measurement accuracy ΔΓ <

2 − 3 THz. This indicates the high optical quality of ITO with εITO” as low as 0.02 according

to Eq. (2). This value depends largely on the chemical stoichiometry, the substrate and the

processing of ITO [16–18].

The potential of split-ring resonators and related plasmonic resonators are often empha-

sized in the context of refractive-index sensors [1–4]. Here, we briefly assess the sensitivity of

our fabricated structure by fluidic tuning experiments. Figure 4 summarizes the sensitivity

measurements for the all-gold sample in Fig. 2 carried out by changing the cladding material

from air (n=1) to different index oils ranging from n=1.4 to 1.6.

By combining the sensitivity Δλ/Δn=667 nm/RIU ±9 nm/RIU with the 133 nm

linewidth, a FOM of 5 is obtained. This is comparable to other metamaterial optical de-

vices [19, 20] at near-infrared frequencies. Full-wave numerical 3D simulations (CST Mi-

crowave Studio) predict a sensitivity of 760 nm/RIU, which is in good agreement with the

experimental results. The vast improvement of the linewidth is caused by the reduction of

the Ohmic resistance within the individual SRR. For further improvement, the SRR-SRR

4
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FIG. 3: Transmission spectra for samples with and without a 2 nm ITO adhesion layer at normal

incidence.

FIG. 4: The sensitivity of the sample for a dynamic range of 0.6 RIU. The inset shows the measured

linewidth of the fundamental LC-resonance.

coupling has to be addressed and if possible the inhomogeneous broadening, which is related

to variations in geometry, hence fabrication.

In conclusion, we have fabricated Au nanoscale split-ring resonators, contrasting Ti and

ITO adhesion promoters. Titanium adhesion layers inherently cause frequency shifts and

line broadening, as we clearly observe experimentally. On the other hand, ITO induces a

spectral shift but without compromising the resonance quality factor as compared to the all-

gold reference sample. However, the large variation in optical parameters of ITO prevents a

5
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quantitative model for the SRR samples. This precludes a comparison of SRR samples unless

the ITO layer is fully characterized. Characterization is particular difficult for ultrathin

adhesion layers. Our results are shown to be consistent with perturbative considerations

and suggests that qualitative modelling of thin-film metallic structures should account for

even ultra-thin adhesion layers.

The authors thank S. Xiao and R. Malureanu for technical assistance. This work is finan-

cially supported by The Danish Research Council for Technology and Production Sciences

(grant no. 274-07-0057).
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Abstract: The prospects and limitations of metamaterial localized
resonance sensors are investigated theoretically and experimentally. Gold
split-ring resonators are employed as the model system where the light
induced LC-resonance yields a figure-of-merit, sensitivity divided by
linewidth, up to 54 depending on the split-ring resonator design and
engineering of the light-plasmon coupling. This highest measured value is
comparable to quasi-static predictions, suggesting incremental improve-
ments beyond this point. Further optimization attempts show the effect of
inhomogeneous broadening giving some indication that the limits have been
reached for this particular design and material choice.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterials are artificially structured materials that obtain their properties from their meso-
scopic unit cell structure rather than from the constituent materials. The focus of metamaterials
has primarily been on their unique optical properties such as a negative refractive index, that
enables the fabrication of exotic devices e.g. near-field superlenses [1, 2], hyperlenses [3], and
invisibility cloaks [4]. However, lately there has also been considerable interest in using meta-
materials as refractive index sensors. Metamaterials consisting of split-ring resonators (SRRs)
are among the potential sensor candidates. SRRs have already been employed to detect thin
polymer layers [5], Si nanospheres in solution [6], organic monolayers [7] and DNA [8]. SRR
sensors have a competitive sensitivity to e.g. photonic crystal based sensors [9, 10] but with
the wide resonance peak, see e.g. [11], being a major drawback. Several suggestions have been
made to improve this including utilization of EIT-like concepts [12], embedding the SRRs in
optical gain materials [13], and fabricating SRRs out of superconducting materials [14].

In this paper, we investigate the limits of metamaterial based sensors and derive an analytical
expression for the figure-of-merit [15]

FOM =
|Δλ/Δn|

δ λ
=

Q
λ

∣∣∣∣Δλ
Δn

∣∣∣∣ , (1)

which favors a large sensitivity Δλ/Δn and a narrow resonance linewidth δλ = λ/Q, which
is central for the quantification of minute refractive-index changes. The quality factor Q has
contributions from coupling, radiation loss, and inhomogeneous broadening, i.e. Q = 1/(Q−1

0 +
Q−1

coup + Q−1
rad + Q−1

inhom). In addition, there is an intrinsic Q0 related to the ohmic damping of
the plasmons. Surprisingly, in the quasi-static limit Q0 has a universal nature [16]. The FOM
inherits this universality, carrying no information on the detailed geometry of the plasmonic
resonator. For common plasmonic metals (such as Au, Ag, and Al) this allows us to estimate
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Fig. 1. The figure-of-merit (solid lines) in the quasi-static limit for three common plasmonic
metals (Au, Ag, and Al). The dashed lines show corresponding results for the quality-factor.

typical FOMs in the range from 5 to 80, depending on the particular resonance frequency and
the material of choice. The derived expression is tested by a SRR based model system where
the coupling of bright and dark plasmonic elements is exploited to narrow the linewidth of the
fundamental LC-resonance for all-gold SRRs.

2. Theory

Wang and Shen [16] used quasi-static arguments (assuming that kΛ � 1, with Λ being a char-
acteristic length scale of the unit cell) to show that for metal structures surrounded by air,
plasmonic localized resonances would have a universal quality factor

Q0 =
ω ∂ε ′m

∂ ω
2ε ′′m

, kΛ � 1, (2)

where εm = ε ′m + iε ′′m is the complex permittivity of the metal. This result implies that any
efforts of improving the sharpness of the plasmon resonance will be unfruitful, since the Q is
only determined by the choice of metal and resonance frequency. Following the same lines we
may derive a universal value of the FOM in the quasi-static limit. In particular, it can be shown
that the sensitivity becomes ∂λ/∂n = (−ε ′m/ε ′′m)λ/Q0 so that Eq. (1) becomes

FOM =
|ε ′m|
ε ′′m

, kΛ � 1. (3)

A similar result was reported recently by Svedendahl et al. [17]. Interestingly, this intrinsic
FOM is highly dependent on the plasmon damping while at the same time fully independent
of the underlying geometrical details of the resonant plasmonic structure. Improving the geo-
metrical properties will thus mainly serve to minimize radiation and coupling degradation of
the intrinsic FOM. For larger resonator structures, the quasi-static assumption is not fulfilled,
but as emphasized in Ref. [16], the predictions may still serve as important guidelines. Fig. 1
illustrates Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) for three often used metals in metamaterials with data taken
from [18,19]. As seen, there is a vast difference in FOM between the chosen metals with silver
being the best and aluminum being the worst. Most importantly, we emphasize the charac-
teristic scale of the FOM, indicating that for localized plasmonic resonances in typical metal
nanostructures the FOM is unlikely to exceed the range 10 to 102. For the majority of experi-
mental studies, gold is the preferred material for nanostructures because it is relatively stable
over time whereas silver rapidly oxidizes in an atmospheric environment.
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3. Design and fabrication

To narrow the linewidth of the fundamental LC-resonance, we employ the coupling of bright
and dark plasmonic elements. Bright and dark elements were first introduced by Stockman
et al. [20]. The bright elements are easily excited by free-space radiation and the radiation
dissipation limits their quality factor. When excited, the bright element can excite neighboring
dark elements via near-field coupling. The absent direct radiation coupling results in a high
quality factor for the dark elements, thus mainly being limited by the loss of the metal [21].
For a SRR, a bright element requires the arms to be aligned perpendicular to the radiation
polarization whereas rotating the SRR by ±π/2 leads to a dark element. For SRR based devices
some optical activity occurs [22] but most of the energy stored in the dark element is re-radiated
through the bright element. Here, the effect of the bright and dark elements is investigated by
defining a unit cell of 2×2 SRRs and then changing the number of bright elements from four
to one.

In fabrication, a 180 nm thick layer of EBL resist, ZEP520A (Zeon Corp., Tokyo, Japan)
is spincoated onto a 1 mm thick fused silica substrate. A 15 nm aluminium layer is thermally
deposited on top of the ZEP layer to prevent charge accumulation during EBL. A 1.2×1.2 mm2

area is written with a 100 kV JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL tool (200 μC/cm2 dose, 2 nA current,
6 nm spotsize). The aluminium layer is then removed in MF-322 (Rohm and Haas, Coventry,
UK) and the positive ZEP resist is developed in ZED-N50 (Zeon Corp.) developer. A brief O2
plasma descum process is applied to remove residual resist before 50 nm Au is deposited by
electron beam deposition. The final lift-off is performed by using Remover 1165 (Rohm and
Haas). The fabricated samples are given in Fig. 2.

y

x

1 m�

Unit cell

(a)

1 m�

(b)

1 m�

(c)

1 m�

(d)

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of the four unit cell configurations. The incident light is polarized
along the x-direction. The samples have a sidelength �=200 nm, height h=90 and a period
Λ=400 nm. (a) 4 bright SRRs per unit cell. (b) 3 bright + 1 dark SRRs per unit cell. (c) 2
bright + 2 dark SRRs per unit cell. (d) 1 bright + 3 dark SRRs per unit cell.

4. Optical characterization

The transmission spectra are recorded in a free space setup using a supercontinuum light
source (500-1750 nm, SuperK SCB-Compact 100-PC) and an optical spectrum analyzer (400-
1750 nm, Ando AQ-6315E). The output beam is collimated and broadened to a 200 μm spot via
a parabolic mirror. Then the light is linearly polarized by a Glan-Thompson polarizer before
it reaches the sample. After traversing the sample, the beam is focused by another parabolic
mirror and collected with an output fiber with a 10 μm core diameter leading to the spectrum
analyzer. The transmission measurements are summarized in Fig. 3.

By combining bright and dark elements, the linewidth is reduced from 220 nm in Fig. 3(a)
to 29 nm in Fig. 3(d), which is a 87% reduction. At the same time the resonance depth exhibits
a 40% (0.88 to 0.53) signal decrease. The fact that the relative narrowing is larger than the
relative signal modulation, demonstrates the superiority of the latter design. Hence, the energy
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Fig. 3. Transmission measurements of the four unit cell configurations. The incident light
is polarized along the x-direction. The insets show the nearest-neighbor interactions of the
bright elements with the arrow width denoting the SRR-SRR coupling strength. (a) 4 bright
SRRs per unit cell. (b) 3 bright + 1 dark SRRs per unit cell. (c) 2 bright + 2 dark SRRs per
unit cell. (d) 1 bright + 3 dark SRRs per unit cell.The small signal disturbance at 1064 nm
is an artifact from the pumping laser of the supercontinuum light source.

dissipation from SRR-SRR coupling is significantly less than the energy dissipation steming
from the coupling to the radiation field.

The insets in Fig. 3 illustrate the nearest-neighbor coupling of the bright element. Due to
the coupling, the measured signal from one SRR within the array, ASRRmeas , is a sum of several
contributions

ASRRmeas = ∑ASRR + c1 ×Ann + c2 ×Annn · · · , (4)

where c1 and c2 are configuration dependent positive integers and the subscripts nn and nnn
denote nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor, respectively. The strongest contribution
comes from the SRR itself (ASRR) and for Fig. 3(a), (c), and (d) the nearest-neighbor term dom-
inates. However, for Fig. 3(b) there are only 2 nearest-neighbors and 4 next-nearest-neighbors
so that the dominance is less pronounced, resulting in a double dip. Even contributions from
SRRs further away can be seen, which illustrates the vast dominance of the nearest-neighbor
terms in Fig. 3(a), (c), and (d) where no other contributions to the fundamental LC-resonance
are clearly observable. Note that the resonance at Λ=850 nm in Fig. 3(c) and (d) is a higher
order mode and therefore not considered here. The overall narrowing can be seen as a step
towards the intrinsic response of a single isolated SRR.

Fig. 3(d) illustrates the potential of SRR based sensors. The transmission spectrum for a
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slightly more optimized structure in terms of the individual SRR geometry as well as the period
Λ is given in Fig. 4. The sensitivity was measured by fluidic tuning of the cladding material. A
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Fig. 4. Transmission measurements of optimized ”1 bright + 3 dark” structure. The SRRs
have �=200 nm, h=90 nm, Λ=425 nm. (a) Standard transmission measurement with air as
cladding (b) Sensitivity curve based on transmission measurements for a dynamic range of
0.6 RIU.

sensitivity of 568.3 nm/RIU±6.9 nm/RIU and a linewidth of 10.6 nm, translates into a FOM of
54. This is one of the largest FOM’s reported at visible or infrared frequencies [23,24]. Whereas
the sensitivity is typical for this type of structure, the linewidth is extraordinary compared to
typical values for similar designs [11].

Numerical simulations (CST Microwave Studio) have indicated that by increasing the height
h the resonance could be additionally narrowed without affecting the sensitivity. However,
h=100 nm did not further improve the linewidth. To the contrary the linewidth was widening to
∼12-13 nm. The increase is attributed to a poorer lift-off process, hence larger inhomogeneous
broadening. This indicates that the limits of optimization has been reached for this particular
SRR design and material choice.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Equation (3) shows that the fundamental limitation of localized plasmon based sensors scales
with the material loss. Metals are commonly used in metamaterials at the expense of a high
loss compared to semiconductors or dielectrics. Despite recent advances for guided plasmon
modes in nanorod arrays [25], metallic metamaterials are unable to obtain the same figure-of-
merits as seen in LSPR or interferometry based devices [26]. Hence, with present knowledge,
metamaterial-based resonant structures do not appear as obvious candidates for a competitive
refractometric sensing platform.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the limitations of metamaterial localized resonance
sensors theoretically and experimentally. Gold split-ring resonators have been employed as
the model system yielding a figure-of-merit of up to 54 depending on the split-ring resonator
design and the light-plasmon coupling. The measured values are comparable to quasi-static
predictions, suggesting incremental improvements beyond this point.
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